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Abstract 

This thesis reports on in situ structural studies relevant to a catalytic surface during 
CO oxidation. The materials that have been studied are palladium, rhodium and 
an alloy of palladium and silver, with applications in emission cleaning by catalytic 
converters in vehicles. The studies are performed in situ allowing for observation 
of the gas-surface interaction, which is essential when active catalysts are studied. 
Due to the vital role of the gas interaction for the surface structure, the gas phase 
in the vicinity of the catalytically active surface has also been studied in detail with 
spatial resolution using Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence, PLIF.  
 
In this thesis, the CO oxidation reaction has been investigated by a step-by-step 
approach where the oxidation and reduction of the surfaces have first been studied 
separately. The systematic in situ oxidation studies at high pressure (up to 1 mbar) 
of the Pd, Rh and Pd75Ag25 provide information about oxide growth and the 
chemical composition of oxide structures that may be present during CO 
oxidation. To achieve a better understanding of the CO oxidation reaction, the gas 
distribution over the surface has been studied. The results show that the pressure, 
gas flow and the reaction itself determine the gas phase interacting with the surface, 
which influences the surface structure. At high gas flow and pressure, a boundary 
layer is formed in the mass transfer limited regime of CO oxidation, in which the 
gas composition is completely different from the gas composition measured by the 
mass spectrometer at the outlet of the reactor. If the conditions are oxygen rich, 
the CO concentration close to the surface, in this regime, is low. Nevertheless, a 
metallic Pd and Rh surface covered with chemisorbed oxygen is detected in a 1:1 
ratio of CO and O2 at total pressures up to 1 mbar. Only in more oxygen rich 
conditions (4:1 of O2:CO), a surface oxide may be detected. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Katalys används vid 90% av all produktion av kemikalier och är därtill anledningen 
till att utsläppen av kolmonoxid och kväveoxider drastiskt har minskat i 
transportsektorn. En katalysator fungerar som en ”genväg” för en kemisk process, 
genom växelverkan mellan gasmolekyler och ytan av en katalysator kan den 
kemiska reaktionen ske till en lägre energikostnad. Detta innebär att sannolikheten 
att den kemiska reaktionen ska ske under vissa specifika förhållanden är större med 
än utan en katalysator. Katalysatorn själv förbrukas inte under reaktionen, utan 
kan fungera under lång tid. För att effektivisera en katalysator eller utveckla helt 
nya katalysatorer, krävs en mer grundläggande kunskap om växelverkan mellan det 
katalytiska materialet och gas molekylerna. Detta åstadkoms genom att studera 
modellsystem av mycket komplexa industriella katalysatorer och katalytiska 
processer. Dessa experiment har under många år utförts i så kallat Ultra-Högt 
Vakuum (UHV) vilket gör det möjligt att studera katalys på en atomär nivå. 
Professor G. Ertl belönades med nobelpriset i kemi år 2007 för sina studier av 
modellsystem för katalytiska processer.  
 
Eftersom de flesta tillämpningar av katalys sker vid atmosfärstryck och högre tryck 
är det relevant att utföra experiment vid mer katalytiskt realistiska förhållanden. I 
denna avhandling har framförallt högtrycksfotoelektronspektroskopi använts för 
att studera kemiska processer, relevanta för CO-oxidering, på ytan av 
modellkatalysatorer. CO-oxidering är en av de enklare kemiska processer som sker 
i en bilkatalysator men hur processen går till i detalj, är fortfarande oklart. Vi har 
därför använt de enklaste modellsystem i form av enkristaller för att få fram mer 
grundläggande information om processen. Även nanopartiklar har studerats vilket 
är ett steg mot hur industriella katalysatorer faktiskt ser ut.  
 
Användningen av högtrycksfotoelektronspektroskopi gör det möjligt att följa 
kemiska ytprocesser ”live”. Vi har därför kunnat konstatera att komplexa 
syrestrukturer är mycket effektiva i CO-oxideringsprocessen, vilket är relevant för 
industriella katalytiska system. Vi har även studerat en legering som ser ut att vara 



x 

en mycket lovande och effektiv katalysator för CO-oxidering men som är billigare 
att framställa.  
 
Eftersom fler och fler ytfysikstudier utförs vid högre tryck är det även intressant att 
förstå hur gasblandningen förändras nära den aktiva katalysatorns yta. Vi har därför 
vidareutvecklat en laserbaserad teknik kallad laser inducerad flourescensens med 
tillhörande reaktorer, för att studera gasfasen under katalytiska förhållanden. Med 
hjälp av denna laserdiagnostiska teknik kan man följa resultatet av den katalytiska 
processen även i gasfasen och på så sätt länka samman gassammansättningen som 
växelverkar med ytan och ytans struktur. I Figur 1 illustreras hur våra mätnignar 
av ytstrukturen och gasmolekylerna kan ge en mer komplett bild av hur den 
kemiska reaktionen sker på en katalytiskt aktiv yta, något som vi tror i framtiden 
kan leda till nya, bättre, billigare och mer energisnåla katalysatorer. 

 
 
 
  

 
Figur 1. Den mycket komplicerade industriella katalytiska rekationen anväder nanopartiklar 
som katalysator och måste förenklas för att kunna studera specifika egenskaper hos ytan eller 
hos gas molekylerna. Vi tittar på välordnade modellkatalysatorer för att få information om 
ytstrukturer på katalysatorn. För att även förstå hur gas molekylerna påverkar katalysatorn 
använder vi en laser för att undersöka detta.
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 Introduction 

Catalysis is involved in the majority of all chemical processes and according to 
estimates, 90% of all industrially produced chemicals, such as fuel, plastics, 
pharmaceuticals, and fertilizers, are manufactured using catalysts1. The wide use of 
catalysts in the industry is due to the enhanced reaction rate or selectivity of the 
catalysed chemical process, resulting in many orders of magnitude higher 
production output, which is of great interest for society.  
 
In 1835, Jöns Jakob Berzelius used the word catalytic2 to described the chemical 
process of converting starch to sugar by acid, the decomposition of hydrogen 
peroxide by metals and the conversion of ethanol to acetic acid by Pt3. Since then, 
for almost 200 years the catalytic properties of materials have been investigated 
intensively. In 1909 Wilhelm Ostwald was awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry 
for his work on catalysis. Ostwald had by then proposed a definition of the catalytic 
process that is still used today: “A catalyst is a substance that affects the rate of a 
chemical reaction without being part of its end products”4. Since then, the 
importance of catalytic reactions for society has reach unprecedented heights, and 
related research has resulted in several Nobel prizes, the latest rewarded to Gerhard 
Ertl in 20075. In constrast to most catalysis studies, which is performed in a trial-
and-error approch due to the complexity of the chemical processes, surface 
scientists study the reactions on model systems to gain fundamental understanding 
of the catalytic reaction at surfaces. An increased knowledge on an atomic level 
about reactions and the active phase of an operating catalyst could contribute to 
minimizing the catalysts production costs as well as keeping harmful emissions low, 
by increasing the efficiency and selectivity of the catalysts. 
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1.1 Catalysis and surface science 

In heterogeneous catalysis, the catalyst and reactants are in different phases such as 
a solid catalyst reacting with molecules in the gas phase. The catalyst is used to 
accelerate a chemical reaction by providing an alternative pathway for the reaction. 
The pathway proceeds usually via adsorption of the reactants on the catalyst 
surface, which lowers the energy barriers in one of the reaction steps. The catalyzed 
reaction occurs therefore more likely as compared to the uncatalyzed case, see 
Figure 1:1. The adsorption of the reactants as well as desorption of the product on 
the catalyst surface are crucial steps in the catalytic process and is governed by the 
surface’s geometric and electronic structure. Hence, to act as a good catalyst, the 
surface structure is essential. The aim of the surface science approach to catalysis is 
to contribute with fundamental knowledge about the surface properties, revealing 
why certain sites are catalytically active or inactive. 

 
Figure 1:1 Schematic reaction diagram of CO oxidation with and without a catalyst. For 
the catalysed path, the activation energy E is determined by the possibilities for O to react 
with CO via diffusion on the surface. For the uncatalyzed reaction, the O2 dissociation is the 
energy needed for the reaction to proceed. 
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In an industrial reactor, the catalyst that consists of nanoparticles embedded in a 
porous oxide, is exposed to a harsh environment, including both high pressures 
and high temperatures. The low surface energy of the oxides as compared to the 
metal results in the nanoparticle formation on the surface. This keeps the surface 
to bulk ratio high, which is important since the catalytic reaction occurs on the 
surface. The catalytic chemical process is complex and in most cases not fully 
understood. Simplified model systems are therefore used for catalyst studies where 
the gas phase and the catalytically active surface often are investigated separately. 
To gain fundamental knowledge about the surface atoms involved in the chemical 
reaction, single crystals are often used. These crystals can be manufactured such 
that they expose a flat and well-defined surface, making it possible to study specific 
surface sites or surface structures and how they contribute to the catalytic activity. 
To study the interaction between the gas molecules and specific surface sites, 
surface science studies are often performed ex situ or during exposure to low 
pressures, typically ranging from 10-10 mbar to 10-6 mbar. When studies are 
performed ex situ, the surfaces are exposed to gasses with well-controlled partial 
pressures and temperatures during specific times. The gasses are then pumped 
away, and the sample is often cooled down to room temperature or even lower 
before the measurement is performed.  
 
The simplified model catalysts differs significantly from the very complex oxide 
supported nanoparticles in industrial catalysts, which is referred to as the materials 
gap. The studies of the simplified models are as mentioned above, often performed 
at low pressures in contrast to the operating conditions for industrial catalysts, 
which is usually at atmospheric pressures or above. This is called the pressure gap.  
 
One of the challenges in surface science is to link the results achieved from these 
simplified models studies performed at low pressures, to the industrial catalysts. 
One approach to bridge the materials as well as the pressure gap is to study well-
defined, in size and shape, nanoparticles in situ or operando under more realistic 
conditions. Increasing the pressure is challenging from a technical point of view 
due to the low pressure required when electron-based techniques are used. These 
techniques utilizes the short mean-free-path of the electrons, making it possible to 
probe the first atomic layers of a material and therefore suitable for surface science 
studies. During the last decades, developments of these techniques have made it 
possible to operate electron-based techniques at more realistic pressures. 
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CO oxidation is an important reaction in the automotive catalyst to transform 
toxic CO to the less harmful CO2. The two diatomic reactants of CO and O2 
makes the reaction comparatively simple and therefore also appropriate for surface 
science studies where fundamental information on an atomic level is desirable 6. 
The reaction has therefore been studied in great detail for several decades7, 8. 
Despite this, the reaction mechanism is still not fully agreed upon, and the reaction 
pathway, via the catalyst surface, has been under debate for many years. 

1.2 This work 

The results presented in this work are achieved from in situ experiments, where the 
oxidation and reduction process of the surface is followed while it takes place. A 
gradually more oxidized or reduced surface is detected over time, and by that, a 
more complete picture of the oxide growth or reduction, can be obtained. To be 
able to determine the active phase of the catalyst, the surface structure should be 
probed while the reactants in the gas phase interact with the surface. It might be 
that the most active surface structure is only present when the reactants in the gas 
phase are surrounding the surface. For catalysis studies, operando measurements are 
therefore performed. The surface structure and the gas phase are investigated 
during the catalytic reaction by using Ambient Pressure X-ray Photoelectron 
Spectroscopy (APXPS). Due to its crucial impact on the surface structure and 
relevance for operando studies, the gas phase and in particular the gas distribution 
in the vicinity of the catalyst surface during the reaction has been studied in 2D by 
the means of Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence (PLIF).  
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 Model catalysts  

The transition metals such as Pd, Pt, and Rh are often used as the active material 
in oxidation catalysts.7, 9 These metals are rare in nature and therefore also very 
expensive. To minimize the manufacturing cost, in parallel with producing a very 
efficient catalyst, a maximized surface area of the metal is preferred. This can be 
achieved by producing metal nanoparticles. The atoms located at edges and corners 
of the particle have less neighboring atoms as compared to the atoms on the flat 
facets which in turn have less neighboring atoms than the atoms in the bulk, see 
Figure 2:1. The reduced coordination number have shown to have consequences 
for the reactivity that play an important role in catalytic reactions10-15. 

The material complexity of industrial catalysts makes surface studies challenging, 
and simplified models are therefore used. One way of simplifying the system is to 
use a single crystal. The complexity of the model system can be increased by using 
vicinal surfaces or controlled deposition of well-characterized nanoparticles. This 
allows for a step by step approach towards fundamental understanding of an 
industrial catalyst under operating conditions16 17. 

 

Figure 2:1 Model of a particle with (100) and (111) facets dominating the surface. The 
edges and corners consists of undercoordinated atoms and are therefore more reactive as 
compared to the atoms with more neighboring atoms.  

corner

edge

{100} facet

{111} facet
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In a crystal, the atoms are arranged in specific building blocks that repeat 
periodically in all three dimensions. One building block describes the smallest 
geometry of atoms from which the entire crystal can be constructed and is called 
the unit cell. Metal crystal structures, studied in this thesis, can be described by a 
cubic unit cell constructed by a coordinate system with three axes a1, a2 and a3 
shown in Figure 2:2. In a simple cubic (sc) unit cell, an atom is located in each 
corner of a cube and by adding an atom in the center of the cube, the structure is 
called body-centered cubic (bcc). An atom can instead be added in the center of 
each side of the unit cell, it is referred to as a face-centered cubic structure (fcc). If 
the cubic unit cell is aligned with the same orientation in the entire sample, it is 
called single crystal. The cubic unit cell describes the bulk crystal structure, but the 
lack of neighboring atoms in one direction for the surface atoms gives the surface 
atoms other properties than the bulk atoms. A two-dimensional unit cell is 
therefore used to describe the structure of the surface atoms explicitly. The surface 
atoms construct a crystal plane, denoted by the shortest vector with integer 
coordinates normal to a plane or surface. This vector is described by the Miller 
indices (hkl), which indicates where the plane intercepts with cubic unit cell axis 
a1, a2 and a3. Based on the known atomic arrangement in the cubic unit cell, the 
surface structure can be determined from vectors based on the Miller indices18, 19. 
To generate an atomically flat surface the crystal is cut in one of the cubic basal 
planes (100), (110) or (111), shown in Figure 2:2 and the surface is then referred 
to as a low-index surface. The low-index surfaces are the most well-defined surfaces 
and often used in surface science for fundamental studies. The well-defined surface 
allows for highly controlled experiments where the properties of single atoms in 
the surface can be deduced. 
 
In this thesis, low index (100) surfaces of Pd, Rh as well as the alloy Pd75Ag25 single 
crystals are investigated. The investigated metals have an fcc structure with a lattice 
constant of 3.89 Å20 for Pd and 3.84 Å21 for Rh. According to Vegard’s law, the 
lattice constant, a, of an alloy is a linear relationship between the lattice constants 
of the involved metals, A and B, and their respective concentrations, x.  
 

1  
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The Vegard’s law can be applied to the Pd75Ag25 alloy and if Ag is assumed to have 
a lattice constant of 4.09Å, the resulted lattice constant for the Pd75Ag25 alloy is 
calculated to be 3.94 Å, which is in good agreement of the reported value in the 
literature of 3.99 Å22.  

The (100) plane has a squared surface unit cell where each atom has eight nearest 
neighbor atoms that can be compared to twelve for the bulk atoms and is therefore 
undercoordinated. The properties of the (111) surface orientation are also studied 
in detail but not as a single crystal but as the facet of the terraces on the vicinal 
surfaces. The surface atoms in the (111) plane have nine nearest neighbor atoms 
and are therefore said to be more closed packed surface than the (100) structure, 
which has only eight nearest neighbor atoms.  

 

The crystal can be cut in a small angle to a low-index plane resulting in a so-called 
vicinal surface, because it is “in the vicinity” of the low-index plane. The vicinal 
surfaces studied in this thesis consist of periodically equally long terraces separated 
by steps. The width of the terraces and height of the steps is determined by the 
angle relative to the low-index surface, the crystal is cut in. The terraces, as well as 
the steps, can be seen as microsurfaces, called facets, which appear as low-index 
surface orientations. The steps make the surface more complex than the low-index 

 
Figure 2:2: The unit cell of the three different low index planes (111), (110) and (100) of 
an fcc lattice. Model of the surface with the surface unit cell indicated is shown for each 
surface structure. 
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surfaces, exposing different kind of surface sites. The flat terraces have a low-index 
surface structure, and on the step edges, undercoordinated atoms are present which 
mimic the different surface sites on the nanoparticles, making the vicinal surfaces 
appropriate as model systems23-25. The periodicity of vicinal surfaces open up for 
the use of diffraction-based techniques as well as careful analysis of specific surface 
sites that are difficult to study at nanoparticles.  

The steps have also been found to release stress in the surface, arising due to lack 
of chemical bonds in the topmost atom layer at the surface. The relaxation of the 
surface often results in a contraction of the atoms at the surface, which is more 
pronounced on a stepped surface than on an extended low-index surface. 
 
In Paper XIV the vicinal surfaces of (553) and (223) orientation are used as model 
systems and their surface structures are shown in Figure 2:3. Both surfaces are in 
the vicinity of the (111) plane and as a consequence, have (111) orientation on the 
terraces that are five atoms wide. Monoatomic steps separate the terraces, but the 
step orientation is different for the two surfaces26, 27. The (223) surface has {100}-
like steps while the (553) surface has {111}-like steps, usually referred to as A- and 
B-step, respectively.  
 

 
 

Figure 2:3. Models of the a) (223) surface and b) (553) surface. Both surfaces contain (111) 
terraces but the (223) surface has steps with the (100) orientation (A-type step) and the (553) 
surface has (111) orientation (B-type) on the steps. 
 

(553)(223)a) b)
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Most of the single crystals (vicinal or low-index surfaces) used as model catalysts in 
this thesis expose a flat surface on the macroscopic scale, but one cylindrically 
shaped crystal with an “arch-shaped surface” is used. The cylindrically shaped 
generates a range of different vicinal surfaces, which can be an experimental 
benefit28, 29. In this manner it is possible to compare the behavior of different 
surface orientations under identical conditions. The cylindrically shaped crystal can 
also be considered to have several properties similar to the nanoparticles, but it is, 
in contrast to a nanoparticle, polished such that a well-ordered surface is obtained. 
The cylindrically shaped crystal used in Paper XIV is made out of Pd and polished 
around the (111) plane generating vincinal surfaces at an angle up to ±15° relative 
the [111] direction, see Figure 2:4. This results in a (111) surface orientation on 
the top of the crystal and stepwise decreasing width of (111) oriented terraces with 
increasing angle. The terraces are separated by monoatomic {100}-like steps (A-
type) in the [112] direction and {111}-like steps (B-type) in the [112] direction. 
In Paper XIV we show that the steps generate a relaxation, causing an in-plane 
lattice contraction of the (111) facets at the terraces. The contraction is larger on 
the terraces with the B-steps, which lower the CO desorption energy. In addition, 
the relaxation has consequences for the intermolecular repulsion between the 
adsorbed CO molecules at a high coverage of CO. The result is a lower desorption 
energy by CO on the terraces, which in turn generates a lower activation 
temperature for the CO oxidation reaction on the (111) terraces separated by B-
type steps compared to the (111) terraces separated by A-type steps.  
 

Figure 2:4. A model of the cylindrically shaped crystal polished in the [111] direction 
generating monoatomic stepped surfaces with decreasing terrace width with increasing 
angle.  
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A commercial, industrial catalyst is typically made of a powder containing the 
active material as nanoparticles, which are dispersed throughout an oxide. For 
investigations of the catalytic activity, the powder can be pressed into a pellet to 
simplify the practical handling in the experiment. These samples are close to real 
industrial catalysts, but the complexity of the samples makes it difficult to deduce 
detailed information about the catalyst surface structure. Therefore, in the present 
thesis, only gas phase measurements are reported for such samples. In Paper IX 
pressed powder samples are used to study and visualize the CO2 distribution above 
the sample but also to illustrate the potential of studying many catalysts 
simultaneously. The catalytic powder can also be spread over a monolith, which 
has a honeycomb-like geometry with the advantage that gas can flow through it. 
This was utilized when glass tubes were used as flow reactors in Paper IX.  

To gain structural information about the surface of particles, catalytic aerosol 
particles were produced by a spark discharge technique30. Using this technique, the 
particles are size selected and deposited with known coverage on an oxide substrate. 
The size of the particles were controlled by the use of a differential mobility 
analyzer (DMA) that classifies the particles according to their charge distribution. 
The shape of the particles were also controlled in the production by heating the 
particles in a tube furnace, positioned along the production path. Hexagonally 
shaped Pd, Rh and PdAg particles, such as the ones shown in Figure 2:5, were 
generated by this method and studied in this thesis. The well-controlled 
production of particles makes it possible to produce homogeneous samples, which 
is an advantage when surface properties are studied by surface science techniques. 

 

Figure 2:5 a) The TEM image with atomic resolution of a Rh aerosol nanoparticle shows 
the hexagonal shape of a nanoparticle. b) An overview SEM image indicating that the 
particles have a similar size and are distributed evenly on the substrate after deposition.  
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The number of techniques capable of providing chemical information of single 
atoms or molecules is limited, and most often an average signal from a large part 
of the sample is detected. The evaluation of the raw data is, therefore, simplified if 
the sample is well defined.   
 
In Papers I, II and V, we study Rh, Pd and Pd25Ag75 particles with diameters in the 
range of 10-30 nm. Previous surface studies suggest that two surface structures, 
(100) and (111) are dominating a clean catalyst particle,31-33 exposed to low 
temperature and pressure, see the model shown in Figure 2:1. The results obtained 
from the studies of the particles have therefore been compared to results from 
studies of single crystals with a (100) structure. The comparison allows for studying 
fundamental differences and similarities between particles and single crystals but 
also to study size dependent properties of the particles.  

 

An alloy is a mixture of two or more metals where the aim, in the catalysis area, is 
to reduce the overall cost of the material while preserving important properties. 
The bimetallic alloy with the composition of 75% Pd and 25% Ag have been 
studied both as a (100) single crystal and as nanoparticles in Papers III, IV, V. In 
these studies, the catalytically active Pd was mixed with the cheaper Ag. The 
properties of the mixed metals influence the composition of the metals on the 
surface and segregation effects, depending on the surrounding gas composition, 
may occur7, 34. Previous studies have shown that CO does not adsorb on Ag at room 
temperature and above and that Ag is inactive in CO oxidation35. This is an 
advantage when fundamental catalytic properties of the alloy of Ag and the less 
noble metal Pd are investigated. The Ag is also chosen because of the almost 
matching lattice constant to Pd making the alloying more favorable. Under UHV 
conditions, Ag is segregating to the surface36 due to lower surface energy, which is 
reported to be 0.5 eV/atom less for Ag than for Pd37. The segregation is also 
explained by a stress release caused by the slightly (5%) larger lattice constant for 
Ag. Theoretical calculations together with experimental results suggest a model of 
the clean surface where the topmost atomic layer is Ag with a layer of Pd atoms 
underneath and a mixture ratio of 3:1 of Pd and Ag in the bulk. A model of the 
Pd75Ag25(100) can be seen in Figure 2:6 together with a model of a Ag(110) surface 
for comparison. In addition, the Ag 3d5/2 photoelectron spectra from respectively 
crystal are shown where the characteristic binding energy shift of -0.72 eV of the 
Ag bulk component in the alloy as compared to the pure Ag crystal, is indicated. 
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This shift was used as a fingerprint to identify the Pd75Ag25 composition of the 
samples when the alloy was studied using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (the 
technique is described in section 5.1). The large shift in binding energy of the         
Ag 3d5/2 component38 was also used when the PdAg nanoparticles were 
characterized. This shift is a good indication of a well-mixed alloyed particle instead 
of a core-shell structure.  

 

Figure 2:6. A model of clean Pd75Ag25(100) alloy and the corresponding Ag 3d5/2 

photoelectron spectrum (top). For comparison the Ag 3d5/2 photoelectron spectrum from 
Ag(110) crystal is shown together with a model of the surface (bottom). A shift of the bulk 
component of -0.72 eV towards lower binding energy is observed for the alloy as compared to 
the pure Ag crystal. 
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 Surface structures 

In the literature, there is a debate whether the oxide or the metal is the most active 
phase of the Pt-group catalysts in CO oxidation. Both phases have been reported 
to be experimentally observed during high activity of Pd as well as Rh39-42. The 
knowledge of the oxidation process and oxide structures formed on the catalytic 
materials is, therefore, crucial for the understanding of the correlation between 
high activity and the surface structure during a catalytic oxidation reaction.  

3.1 Adsorbate induced structures 

Gas phase molecules may adsorb on the clean surface where on-top, bridge or 
hollow are the most common adsorption sites. When the coverage of adsorbates 
on the surface increases, the adsorbates will arrange in well-ordered structures on 
the surface. The so-called Wood’s notation is often used to describe the structure 
of the adsorbate. If the surface unit cell is defined by the vectors a1 and a2 and the 
adsorbate by the vectors c1 and c2, the unit cell of the adsorbate relative to the unit 
cell for the clean surface, can expressed as:  
  

 
R










2

2

1

1

a
c

a
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where α is the rotational angle between the adsorbate and surface structure. As an 
example, the chemisorbed oxygen structures illustrated in Figure 3:1, can be 
considered. With increasing coverage the lateral interaction will cause repulsive 
interaction between the adsorbates, which prevent adsorption on the nearest 
neighbor site. The number of occupied adsorption sites on the surface is therefore 
usually less than the number of substrate surface atoms. The coverage of adsorbates 
is often given in monolayers (ML), which is defined as the fraction of adsorbates 
per surface atom.  
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In this work, CO is used to study the reduction of oxides or in a mixture with O2, 
for the catalytic CO oxidation reaction. Under the conditions used in the 
experimental studies present in this thesis, the metallic surface is often saturated 
with CO. A high coverage of CO is detected but a surface reconstruction due to 
CO adsorption is not observed on any of the studied surfaces. The CO molecule 
forms a bond with the surface via the carbon atom and adsorbs preferable on the 
bridge site on Pd(100) and on the three-fold hollow site on Pd(111) resulting in a 
saturation coverage of 0.75 ML for both surfaces43-46. For Rh(100) the CO 
saturation coverage is reported to be 0.83 ML, which is slightly higher than for 
Pd(100), a consequence of both bridge and on-top adsorption sites47. The 
saturation coverage of CO on a vicinal surface is influenced by the presence of steps 
on the surface. The intermolecular repulsion between the CO molecules is more 
pronounced at the terraces-step border, which influences the total CO coverage on 
the surface. The step orientation also affect the CO coverage on the vicinal surfaces, 
as discussed in Paper XIV. When CO is used to study the reduction of the oxides, 
our results indicate that CO adsorbs on the undercoordinated atoms in the 
PdO(101) bulk oxide. For the Rh oxides, the CO is most probably adsorbed on 
defects in the oxide48, and the reduction process proceeds via reduced islands, as 
discussed in Papers I, II and IV.  

 

Stable chemisorbed oxygen structures are formed on the Pd(100) surface starting 
with the lowest coverage of 0.25 ML in a p(22) structure followed by a c(22) 
formation at a coverage by 0.5 ML, shown in Figure 3:1. An additional (55) 
oxygen induced structure has been reported for coverage of 0.7 ML but with an 
unknown structure49-51. 
 
A p(22) structure, with oxygen in four-fold hollow sites, is also observed on 
Rh(100) at a coverage of 0.25 ML. The Rh surface, however, reconstructs at higher 
oxygen pressures and the surface reveals more energetically favorable three-fold 
hollow adsorption site for oxygen. At 0.5 ML and 0.67 ML coverage the oxygen 
forms (22)pg-2O and (31) structures, respectively,52-54 also observed in Paper 
VII under reaction conditions.     
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Oxygen exposure of a vicinal surface results in a more complicated oxidation 
picture of the surface than on the low-index surfaces. The oxidation process of the 
stepped (553) surface, for example, start with oxygen atoms decorating only the 
step edges. Further oxidation generates oxygen adsorption also on the terraces 
followed by a reconstruction of the surface at higher oxygen exposure. The 
reconstructed Rh(553) surface contains (111) and (331) facets27 while the 
reconstruction of Pd(553) is more complex with (332) facets dominating the 
surface but coexisting with (221), (775) and (110) facets26. Turning to the vicinal 
surfaces with A-type step such as (223), the Rh(223) surface transform to facets 
with (113) and (111) orientation55 while the Pd(223) surface reconstruct to (211) 
and (111) facets before the surface oxide is formed.  

 

The theoretical predictions of stable phases are calculated using density functional 
theory (DFT), and according to thermodynamics, the surface will start to 
incorporate oxygen atoms when the energy gained to form an oxide is higher than 
the energy cost of removing an oxygen molecule from the gas phase. If the oxygen 
only mixes with the first atomic metal layer, it is referred to as a surface oxide. If 
the mixture occurs deeper into the crystal, a bulk oxide is formed. 
 

 
Figure 3:1 Models of the different chemisorbed oxygen structures on Pd(100), where the 
different unit cells are indicated. 
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It has been found, both through experiments20, 50, 56-60 and calculations20, that the 
surface oxide with a (55)R27° surface periodicity is stable over a wide pressure 
and temperature range on the Pd(100) crystal. This 2D oxide has an oxygen 
coverage of 0.8 ML and consists of a single PdO(101) plane on top of the Pd(100) 
substrate50. In the oxide layer, the Pd atoms are coordinated to two or four oxygen 
atoms respectively with every second row of oxygen located slightly above the Pd 
atoms (0.6 Å) and every second row is approximately 0.4 Å below the Pd atoms57. 
A similar effect can be seen on the Pd atoms positioned at a hollow and bridge sites 
where the fourfold Pd atoms are slightly higher than the twofold Pd atoms.  
The bulk oxide on Pd(100) has been considered to expose three different surface 
orientations, PdO(001), PdO(100) and PdO(101). From the thermodynamical 
point of view, PdO(100) has the lowest surface energy61, 62. However, the 
PdO(101) has been reported to be the energetically most favorable growth and 
surface orientation due to the small mismatch between the oxide film and 
substrate50, 57, 61. In Paper I we observe the PdO(101) surface orientation of the bulk 
oxide. Shown in Figure 3:2c) is the unit cell of PdO, and a cut along the (101) 
plane will generate a surface unit cell with a size of 6.13 Å  3.03 Å57. In the PdO 
bulk, each Pd atom binds to four oxygen atoms, however, the (101) surface 
termination results in three-fold oxygen coordinated Pd atoms. As in the surface 
oxide, every second row of the oxygen will be located slightly above or below the 
Pd atoms.  

 
Figure 3:2. a) A model of the (55)R27°- oxide in where the surface unit cell is 
indicated. b) a side view of the surface oxide. c) The PdO unit cell is shown where the 
(101) plane is shaded grey. The PdO is suggested to grow in the (101) direction on the 
Pd(100) and the surface structure of the PdO(101) is almost identical to the surface oxide. 
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The Rh surface oxide has a trilayer structure consisting of two oxygen layers 
separated by a Rh layer (O-Rh-O) (see Figure 3:3a) and has been observed on all 
investigated surfaces as well as on Rh particles 27, 31, 33. The hexagonal c(82) oxide 
structure of RhO2 on Rh(100) has a lattice constant of 3.07 Å and corresponds to 
an oxygen coverage of 1.75 ML on the surface63. The interface oxygen atom layer 
between the substrate and the c(82) structure is positioned in on-top and bridge 
site on the Rh(100). The next atomic layer is Rh where each metal atom binds to 
six oxygen atoms. The top most layer is an additional oxygen layer resulting in an 
oxygen covered surface with no undercoordinated Rh atoms as opposed to some 
of the Pd atoms in Pd surface oxide.  
 
The Rh surface oxide is often detected experimentally although it is only 
thermodynamically stable over a narrow range of chemical potentials. This is 
because the surface oxide has been shown to hinder oxygen to incorporate in the 
Rh metal and form a bulk oxide. The bulk oxide of Rh has a Rh2O3 termination 
with a hexagonal structure in the (0001) direction and a lattice constant of          
5.21 Å64. It has been shown that the surface of the bulk oxide also exposes a trilayer 
structure similar to the surface oxide65.  

 
Figure 3:3 a) Top view and side view of the trilayer surface oxide. The (8x2) surface unit 
cell as well as the c(8x2) unit cell (dashed lines) are indicated in the top view model. b) 
Side view of the Rh bulk oxide grown on the Rh(100) with a trilayer terminated surface. 
The model illustrates the denser structure in the trilayer compared to the Rh underneath.    
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The surface reconstruction, of the bulk oxide forming a trilayer structure on 
topmost atom layers, results in a 50% denser Rh layer in the surface than the bulk 
oxide structure. Consequently, the second Rh layer is 50% less dense as illustrated 
in Figure 3:3b). The trilayer surface oxide, as well as the bulk oxide, is observed in 
the oxidation characterization of Rh in Paper II.    
Exposing the Pd75Ag25 alloy to oxygen, studied in Paper III and V, results in a 
segregation of the Pd to the surface66 where it reacts with the oxygen and forms a 
surface oxide. Interestingly, a (55)R27° surface oxide with a similar structure 
as on Pd(100) is also formed on the Pd75Ag25, see Figure 3:4, but the mismatch 
between the substrate and the oxide is slightly larger for the Pd75Ag25(100) than for 
the Pd(100) becauce of the larger lattice constant for the alloy. One important 
difference from the Pd(100) is the interface between the substrate and surface 
oxide, which consists of an almost complete Ag layer for the alloy. This Ag layer 
may inhibit further oxidation forming a bulk oxide, which never is observed under 
the conditions studied in this thesis.  

Figure 3:4 The (55)R27° surface oxide on Pd75Ag25 alloy has a similar structure as the 
surface oxide observed on the pure Pd(100). Models of the surface oxide formed on the 
Pd(100) and Pd75Ag25(100) together with the corresponding observed LEED pattern, are 
shown for each surface. The LEED images recorded after exposing the crystals to oxygen, reveal 
a similar pattern indicating that a surface with the same periodicity is formed on both crystals. 
The (55)R27° unit cell is shown in yellow in the LEED pattern. 
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 Heterogeneous catalysis 

In a heterogeneous catalytic reaction the reactants and the catalyst are in different 
phases. Usually, the catalyst is a solid and the reactants are in gas phase or liquid 
phase. The catalytic reaction occurs, in this case, on the surface of the catalyst and 
are often not fully understood. To increase the knowledge about the chemical 
process, a more complete picture of the reaction is needed. A major part of the 
chemical process is the interaction between the surface and the surrounding gas 
phase. It is, therefore, essential to study both the surface structure and the gas 
distribution in the vicinity of the catalyst, ideally simultaneously. During a catalytic 
reaction, the gas composition is changing with the activation of the catalyst, and 
operando studies should therefore be performed.   

4.1 Reactivity of transition metals 

The transition metals are also called d-block elements due to their partly filled                     
d-band. The number of electrons in the d-band have a significant impact on the 
reactivity of the metals, which can be explained by the d-band model67. The number 
of electrons in the d-band increases towards the right in the periodic table and as a 
result the electrons are more delocalized to the individual atoms generating an 
increased width of the d-band. This generates a shift of the center of the d-band, 
down from the Fermi level. An increasing periodic number (down in the periodic 
table) also shifts the d-band down in energy due to an increasing overlap of the wave 
functions, which broaden the d-band as illustrated in Figure 4:1a). A d-band located 
close to the Fermi level results, according to the d-band model, in high reactivity of 
the metal.  
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Figure 4:1 Schematic illustration of the projected density of states (PDOS) in the d-band that 
influence the strength of the interaction between a molecule (CO) and the surface. a) The 
transition metals to the right in the periodic table have the centre of the d-band shifted down 
from Fermi level. This generate a weak interaction with adsorbates, illustrated as a weakly 
bonded CO molecule on the surface in the figure. b) A narrow d-band with a centre close to 
the Fermi level generates a reactive surface, illustrated as a CO molecule that is strongly 
interacting with the surface. 
 

Open surfaces, which in common with steps and kinks, contain undercoordinated 
atoms results in a narrow d-band close to the Fermi level, illustrated in Figure 4:1b). 
The position of the d-band generates a strong (or weak) interaction between an 
adsorbate and the d-band of the metal, resulting in a splitting of the adsorbate’s 
energy levels into a bonding and an antibonding state. The strength of the 
chemisorption is increased by the population of electrons in the antibonding state 
but in turn the internal bonding of the adsorbed molecule is weakened68. These 
undercoordinated adsorption sites are widely discussed in the literature, to be the 
most important sites on the surface for some catalytic reactions69-72. According to the 
Sabatier principle, the interaction between the surface and the adsorbate should be 
of just the right magnitude – not too strong and not too weak. This will generate an 
efficient catalyst. If CO oxidation is considered, the adsorption of the O2 molecule 
should result in dissociation followed by a reaction of an adsorbed CO molecule. 
Hence, it is important that the adsorption of CO does not result in a dissociation on 
the catalyst. The adsorption energy of CO is lower than for the dissociated O atom73, 
making the CO more mobile and the CO may diffuse on the surface to react with 
an adsorbed O atom. The adsorption of the resulting CO2 molecule should be weak 
resulting in desorption from the surface.  
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4.2 CO oxidation 

In a catalyzed CO oxidation reaction, the adsorption and desorption processes of 
the reactants are surprisingly complex. The aim of the reaction is to produce CO2 

of the two reactants O2 and CO as described below.  

	
2 → 2  

In general, three different mechanisms, Langmuir-Hinshelwood, Mars-van Krevelen 
and Eley-Rideal, are used to describe the CO oxidation reaction, and the Langmuir-
Hinshelwood mechanism is the most common one. In the Langmuir-Hinshelwood 
mechanism, the CO oxidation is believed to occur via adsorption of CO and O2 on 
the surface where O2 adsorb dissociatively (step 1 and 2 below). CO and O can 
subsequently react (step 3) and desorb from the surface as CO2 (step 4). This can be 
described in the four reaction steps shown below:  

1 	 	∗	⇄ ∗	
2 	 	2 ∗	⇄ 2 ∗	
3 	 ∗ ∗ ⇄ 	∗	
4 	 ∗ ⇄  

where g denote the gas phase and * an available surface site. This mechanism is 
reported for CO oxidation on Pd(100) by Chen et al.74, but also on Pd(111) by 
Engel et al 75.  
 
Another suggested mechanism for CO oxidation is the so-called Mars-van Krevelen 
mechanism. This reaction proceeds via an oxidized catalyst surface that interacts with 
the reactants in the gas phase. The mechanism will, therefore, require oxidizing 
conditions for the catalyst surface, which usually implies high partial pressure of 
oxygen. In the Mars-van Krevelen mechanism, in contrast to Langmuir-
Hinshelwood, the adsorbed oxygen should react with the metal and form at least a 
surface oxide on the surface. In CO oxidation, the Mars-van Krevelen process will 
proceed via an adsorbed CO molecule, which reacts with an oxygen atom in the 
oxide, leaving the surface as CO2 and an oxygen vacancy remaining on the surface. 
An oxygen atom from an O2 molecule that adsorbs dissociatively on the surface fills 
this vacancy and reforms the oxide. CO oxidation is reported to occur on an oxidized 
Pd(100) surface via the Mars-van Krevelen mechanism by Hendrikssen et al.76 and 
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by Onderwaater et al.77. The mechanism is also suggested for the CO oxidation on 
RuO2(110) by Over et al.40. 
 
In the Eley-Rideal mechanism, only one of the reactants is adsorbed on the surface, 
while the other reactant, in the gas phase, will approach and react with the adsorbed 
reactant but without adsorbing itself. Toyoshima et al. 78 propose that CO oxidation 
proceeds via the Rideal-Eley mechanism on the three-fold coordinated oxygen atoms 
in a Pd5O4 oxide (surface oxide on Pd(111). The Rideal-Eley mechanism was also 
suggested to be the most favorable reaction for a PdO(101) surface by Hirvi et al. 79. 
Illustrations of the three different reactions can be seen in Figure 4:2. 

4.3 The change of the gas composition during the 
catalytic reaction 

The CO oxidation process can proceed via catalyzed or uncatalyzed pathways, where 
the main difference will be the activation energy, E of the reaction. This is the 
energy barrier that the reaction has to overcome to occur. The correlation between 
production rate and the activation energy was first described by Svante Arrhenius, 
for which he later was awarded the noble prize. The Arrhenius equation is written 
as: 


 

where k is the rate constant, Z is the prefactor; kB is the Boltzmann constant and T, 
the temperature. The prefactor is a constant that contains information about the 
number of collisions that occur between the surface and the gas molecules. 
 

Figure 4:2 Three different reaction mechanisms suggested for the CO oxidation. a) 
Langmuir-Hinshelwood b) Mars-van Krevelen and c) Eley-Rideal. 

a) b) c)
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The Arrhenius equation shows that the rate of the reaction has an exponential 
dependence on the activation energy and temperature, which implies that the rate of 
a reaction will increase significantly if the potential barrier of the reaction is reduced 
or if the temperature is increased. In all operando experiments performed in this work 
the temperature of the catalyst is increased in a gas mixture of CO and O2. The 
studies in this thesis show that at the beginning of the experiment, CO saturates the 
surface on the cold catalyst resulting in CO poisoning. The reaction rate is then close 
to zero because the CO inhibit the O2 dissociation by blocking dissociation sites. By 
increasing the temperature, a gradually increase in the activity is observed, which is 
correlated to the desorption of the CO molecules. During this temperature interval 
the reaction rate follow the Arrhenius expression mentioned above, and the 
activation energy for the reaction can therefore be calculated. When the surface 
reaches the temperature where all adsorb CO can react with the oxygen on the 
surface, the catalyst becomes extremely efficient in the CO oxidation process and the 
reaction rate increase significantly, which is observed as a sudden increase in the CO2 
production. This temperature is referred to as the light-off temperature, the 
activation temperature, or the ignition of the reaction. Before the light-off, the CO 
oxidation process is strongly dependent on the CO desorption, which is the rate 
limiting step in the process under these conditions. The light-off temperatures for 
Pd(100) and Rh(100) was studied in Paper VI and VII, where we found an 
increasing light-off temperature and oxygen coverage on the surface immediately 
after light-off with increasing total pressure (at a 1:1 ratio of CO and O2). The 
increased light-off temperature can be explained by a shorter lifetime of a vacant 
surface site due to the increased number of gas-surface collision with higher pressure. 
For the cylindrically shaped Pd(111) crystal studied in Paper XIV, different light-off 
temperatures were detected at different parts of the surface, which is correlated to 
the different step orientations.  
 
After light-off, the catalyst is highly active, and for CO oxidation the exponential 
dependency of the temperature and energy barrier is no longer valid. The reaction 
rate is instead controlled by the diffusion of the reactants to the surface and is said 
to be mass transfer limited (MTL) by a reactant. This means that all molecules of 
the minority reactant (CO in the cases studied in this thesis) that reach the catalyst 
are converted into the product. A gradient of the reactant concentration close to the 
catalyst is created in this regime, and the total gas composition close to the catalyst 
is, therefore, different as compared to the gas composition at the inlet or outlet of 
the reactor80. This has a significant impact on the surface structure, which will change 
depending on the interacting gas molecules. The strong oxidizing environment close 
to the surface in the MTL regime, may therefore results in an oxide formation. This 
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has resulted in a lively debate in the literature whether the oxides found in the highly 
active and MTL regime also is the most active phase of the catalyst. It has been 
reported that the high activity in CO oxidation for the oxidized Ru, is associated to 
the undercoordinated atoms in the RuO2(110) surface40. The undercoordinated 
atoms in the PdO(101) are suggested to work as the active sites during CO 
oxidation81. In this work the most active site has not been investigated but in Paper 
VI and VII we report on a chemisorbed oxygen structure present on both Pd(100) 
and Rh(100) in the highly active regime when the crystals are exposed to a 1:1 ratio 
of CO and O2 up to 1 Torr and temperatures up to 450°C. To confirm that also the 
oxide can be present in the highly active regime, the Pd surface has to be exposed to 
a 1:4 ratio of CO and O2. An oxide is never observed during catalytic CO oxidation 
over Rh(100) in this study. The lack of the surface oxide indicates that at a total 
pressure of 1 Torr the partial pressure of O2 in the highly active regime is too low 
(or the CO partial pressure is still too high) to oxidize the surface. In a higher total 
pressure and thereby more realistic conditions, we expect a surface oxide in the 1:1 
ratio on both Pd and Rh.   
 
The PdO with a (100) structure, on the other hand, is oxygen terminated and does 
not expose any undercoordinated atoms. This is also true for the surface oxide and 
the bulk oxide on the Rh, which is considered to be less active even though a surface 
oxide often is detected on Rh(100) in the MTL regime 82, 83. This observation can be 
explained by reduced areas on the surface, exposing the active metal site, which is 
due to the exponential dependence of the reaction rate, enough to keep the reaction 
in the MTL regime. The same scenario is also suggested for the most active phase of 
Pd(100) discussed in Paper XII.  
 
Further, not only the onset of a catalytic reaction may affect the surface structure, 
but also the flow configuration and geometry of the reactor in which the experiments 
are performed. This is discussed in more detail in chapter 5.2. 
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 Experimental methods 

In this work, we have used Ambient Pressure X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
(APXPS) for surface and gas-phase studies and Planar Laser-induced Fluorescence 
(PLIF) for gas phase visualization. APXPS has been used to perform in situ studies 
of the surface chemical composition during oxidation by O2, reduction by CO and 
during the catalytic oxidation of CO. The pressure conditions during which the 
surface is studied with APXPS (10-6 – 1.3 mbar) is closer to realistic conditions of a 
catalyst than what can be achieved in common UHV chambers. The high-pressure 
studies have generated questions about the influence of the active catalyst on 
surrounding gas phase of the catalyst. We have therefore used Planar Laser Induced 
Fluorescence (PLIF) to study the CO2 and CO gas phase above the catalytic active 
surface during CO oxidation. In this chapter the two methods above is discussed. 
Further, additional experimental techniques necessary for the interpretation of the 
data obtained under operando conditions will also be described. 

5.1 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy  

Photoelectron spectroscopy is based on the theory of the photoelectric effect, first 
described by Einstein in 190584, for which he was rewarded the Nobel Prize in 
physics 1921. An atom can be ionized when irradiated by X-rays, knocking out a 
core electron. The emitted core-electron, called photoelectron, is detected, and the 
corresponding binding energy of the photoelectron can then be determined if the 
photon energy is known. The binding energy acts as a fingerprint of the specific 
element and often also its chemical surroundings. During the 1950s, K. Siegbahn et 
al. developed a spectrometer combined with an X-ray source that led to the first X-
ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy experimental setup, and in 1981 he received the 
Nobel Prize in physics for his work in this field85. Siegbahn called the technique 
Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis (ESCA), and a large number of gas 
molecules, as well as surface structures, were investigated during the 60s’85. In the 
following decades, the development of the technique progressed in the direction of 
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decreasing the pressure in the experimental chamber to achieve better statistics of the 
detected photoelectron spectrum from the surface. As a result, high-resolution 
binding energy spectra from a surface could be achieved. This technique has since 
then been further developed, and gas phase detection using XPS was revitalized in 
the 90s’ when an increased interest for in situ reaction measurements arose. The 
technique operating at reaction conditions is referred to as high pressure (HP-), 
ambient pressure (AP-) or near ambient pressure (NAP-) XPS.  

 

Photons originating from a synchrotron or an X-ray lab source have enough energy 
to ionize an atom or molecule. The relation between the kinetic energy, KE, of the 
detected photoelectrons and the binding energy, BE, can be described as 

   

where h is the Planck’s constant,  is the frequency of the incoming light, and spec 
is the work function of the spectrometer. The work function is the minimum energy 
required to remove an electron from the surface. The conducting sample and the 
spectrometer are connected to the same ground which aligns their Fermi levels, and 
the final barrier the electrons have to overcome to reach the analyzer is the vacuum 
level of the spectrometer. A schematic figure of the energy levels involved can be seen 
in Figure 5:3. For the transition metals Pd and Rh, the 3d is the energy level with 
the highest cross sections for electron emission. The electrons emitted from the 3d 
energy level will give rise to two peaks in the photoelectron spectrum, see Figure 
5:1a). The splitting of the two peaks is called the spin-orbit splitting and is a result 
from different total angular momentum j=l±s of the detected electrons, which is 2±½ 
for the d energy level.  The intensity ratio of the spin-orbit doublet peaks is related 
to the multiplicity (2j+1) of the levels. Thus, the intensity ratio between the splitting 
of the d electrons is 3:2.  
 
The photoelectrons emitted from a clean surface may give rise to two peaks in the 
spectrum, which can be assigned to electrons originating from the bulk and the 
surface atoms. The atoms in the topmost atomic layer at the surface lack 
neighbouring atoms on the vacuum side of the surface and as a result, the 
photoelectrons emitted from these atoms appear at the lower binding energy side in 
the spectrum.  
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The possibilities to distinguish between the surface and the bulk in the spectrum is 
illustrated in Figure 5:1b), which shows a photoelectron spectrum with electrons 
emitted from a clean Pd(100) surface, illustrated in Figure 5:1c).  
 
The mean-free-path of the emitted electrons is determined by their kinetic energy. 
The photon energy range used in standard XPS results in a kinetic energy of the 
electrons that generates a very short mean-free-path. As a consequence, XPS is 
sensitive to the very first atomic layers at the surface, and therefore a powerful tool 
for surface studies. The kinetic energy of the photo electrons can be varied by varying 
the photon energy of the incoming light. In this way, it is possible to achieve a depth 
profile of the surface. This is performed in Papers I, II, V, VI, and VII, to characterize 
the surfaces. When photon energy dependent measurements are performed, it is 
important to make a careful analysis of the spectra, to rule out photoelectron 
diffraction effects that may influence the detected intensity of the photoelectron 
peaks86. Diffraction of the photoelectrons emitted from neighbouring atoms may 
occur and constructive interference of the electrons will enhance the intensity of the 
detected photoelectron peak. The diffraction effect is therefore strongly dependent 
on the detection angle and photon energy.  

 
Figure 5:1a) The spin-orbit split of the Pd 3d energy level. b) The Pd3d5/2 photoelectron 
peak, which can be decomposed into two components, one originating from the surface (light 
blue) and one from the bulk (dark blue). c) A model of the Pd(100) surface. 
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The natural linewidth of the photoemission spectrum is determined by the lifetime, 
, of the core hole, which is referred to as the time it takes before the core hole is 
filled by another electron. The spectrum has a Lorentzian line shape, and the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle limits the FWHM (full width half maximum) 
according to  
    


 

 
This contributes to a larger FWHM for photoelectrons emitted from an s shell than 
electrons emitted from a d shell, due to the lower probability of filling up the core-
hole in a d shell than in an s shell. The instrumental broadening of the spectral peak 
has a Gaussian line shape where the analyzer plays an important role for the spectral 
resolution. The analyzer consists of two hemispheres where the applied potential 
between the two spheres states the pass energy, Ep. The pass energy, defines the 
kinetic energy of the photoelectrons that can pass the hemisphere to the spectrometer 
without colliding with the walls in the sphere. The resolution of the analyzer is given 
by  
 

    
	 	  

 
where R is the mean radius of the hemisphere, w is the width of the entrance slit, 
and α is the half angle of the analyzer. As can be seen from the expression above, the 
resolution is inversely proportional to the radius of the analyzer, and the resolution 
can therefore be improved by increasing the radius of the hemisphere but also by 
decreasing the pass energy. The hemisphere is working at a constant pass energy, 
which has the advantage that the resolution is the same for all kinetic energies. By 
adjusting the applied voltage to the lenses that control the reacceleration of the 
electrons before entering the hemisphere, it is possible to detect electrons with 
different kinetic energy. The number of electrons that pass the hemisphere and are 
detected, reflect the intensity of the photoelectron peak in the spectra. The statistics 
in the spectra can be improved by using a light source with high photon flux, such 
as a synchrotron.  
 
The detected photoelectron spectrum is deconvoluted in the analysis process to 
interpret the data. The fitted peaks have mixed Lorentzian and Gaussian line shapes, 
but the transition metals have a pronounced asymmetry that has to be taken into 
account. The asymmetry of the peak is a result of inelastically scattered electrons.  
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This effect is an intrinsic energy loss process and will be most strongly pronounced 
in d-metals, due to the high density of states near the Fermi level. A Lorentzian with  
an asymmetric line shape is called Doniach- Šunjić after the scientists that developed 
it87. In this thesis, the spectra are fitted with a Doniach-Sunjic line shape convoluted 
with a Gaussian.  
 
The binding energies of the core electrons are influenced by the bonding of the 
valence electrons and the chemical composition. In Figure 5:2 a high-resolution 
spectrum of the Pd 3d5/2 energy level is shown measured from a surface oxide on a 
Pd(100) single crystal. After subtraction of a linear background, the raw data is fitted 
with four components according to the line shapes described above. The model of 
the (55)-R27° surface oxide is shown in Figure 5:2. The four components in the 
Pd 3d5/2 spectrum, all originating from Pd, have different binding energies related to 
differences in their chemical surroundings. The shift in binding energy due to the 
chemical surrounding is called a chemical shift. The observed chemical shift can be 
interpreted as an initial state effect and correlates to the degree of oxidation of the 
Pd. The net extra positive charge at the Pd atom because of the bonding with oxygen, 
will cause a more strongly bound core electron and therefore appear at a higher 
binding energy in the photoemission spectrum. The most shifted peak can, 
therefore, be assigned to Pd atoms binding to four oxygen atoms and the second 
most shifted component to Pd atoms binding to two oxygen atoms. When the 
surface oxide is formed, the distance between the PdO layer and the substrate 
increases and is almost decoupled from the Pd atoms at the interface layer. The 
binding energy of the interface Pd atoms will, therefore, have a surrounding more 

 
Figure 5:2 The O1s and Pd 3d5/2 photoemission spectra are shown together with the 
corresponding top view model of the(55)-R27° oxide to the right and a side view to the 
left. Indicated are also the four- and two folded Pd atoms demonstrating that the binding energy 
of the electrons from Pd is increasing with increasing oxygen coordination. A similar trend can 
be observed for the oxygen spectrum. 
 

(√5 X √5)R27o

Pd 3d5/2O 1s

Binding Energy (eV)
532 530 528 337 336 335 334
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similar to the clean Pd surface atoms, and a small negative binding energy shift 
relative to the bulk is observed. 
 
This simplified model of explaining the binding energy of chemical shifts is a good 
approximation but since the binding energy is defined as the difference in total 
energy between the initial state (the ground state) and the final state (the core ionized 
state) relaxation and screening of the core ionized state should be taken into account. 
This is not done in the above initial state interpretation of the Pd spectrum, and 
therefore some care should be taken using initial state interpretations. The situation 
is delicate, since the final state effect on the binding energy depends on the initial 
state, thus the two states are entangled. To predict chemical shifts, ab-initio 
calculations of binding energies, including both initial and final states with a core 
hole should be performed.  

 

Today, the XPS is developing in the direction of fulfilling Siegbahn's initial vision 
of probing the gas phase and the surface chemical composition simultaneously. 60 
years of improvements88, 89 from the first experimental setup has made APXPS to a 
frequently used technique by scientists investigating catalytic reactions operando90. 
In this thesis, operando studies of the catalytic reaction of CO oxidation has been 
performed where the surface chemical composition, as well as the gas phase, are 
probed. One advantage of operando studies is the possibility of detecting and 
studying the gas phase close to the surface during the reaction, revealing information 
that cannot be observed by the mass spectrometer (MS) that usually detect gas 
molecules much further away from the surface91.  
 
As a rule of thumb, the photoelectrons from gas phase molecules are detected at 
higher binding energy as compared to the same molecule adsorbed on the surface. 
Gas phase peaks are therefore usually easy to separate from surface related peaks. The 
binding energy of the gas phase core level electrons are not referenced to the Fermi 
level of the sample as is done for the electrons originating from the surface. Instead 
the ionization energy of gas phase molecules should be referenced to the vacuum 
level of the gas92. The vacuum level of the gas is determined by the electrostatic field 
between sample and aperture, which is strongly affected by their work functions, as 
illustrated in Figure 5:3. This effect can be used to determine the work function of 
the sample, which is strongly influenced by chemical reactions at the surface93.  
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The C 1s spectrum in Figure 5:4, recorded during CO oxidation over Pd(100), is an 
example where the CO and CO2 gas phase peaks are located at higher binding energy 
(>290 eV) than the CO adsorbed on the surface at 286 eV. At 335°C the CO2 gas 
phase peak is detected indicating that the sample is active in the CO oxidation 
reaction, illustrating the usefulness of the capability to detect the gas phase. A 
surprising observation is that no CO can be detected either in the gas phase or on 
the surface after light-off. This behaviour is discussed in more detail in section 5.2. 
 
The surrounding gas attenuates the number of photoelectrons detected from the 
surface significantly due to the short mean-free-path of electrons. Electrons with a 
mean-free-path of 1 nm in a solid would have a mean-free-path of about 1 mm at a 
gas pressure of 1 mbar, which implies that the detector has to be positioned close to 
the surface.  
  

 
Figure 5:3 Illustration of the energy barriers relevant for APXPS. The kinetic energy, KE, of 
the photoelectrons from the surface and gas phase are detected, and the binding energy, Eb, can 
thereby be determined which is referenced to the Fermi level, EF. The ionization energy of the 
gas phase molecules, Eion, will change with the work function of the sample, sam. The APXPS 
setup is equipped with electrostatic lenses with pumping stages in between to maximize the 
number of electrons in the hemisphere and detector.  
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The intensity of the photoelectron peak, detected when gas is present in the chamber, 
is expressed by an additional factor to the relation of the peak intensity acquired in 
vacuum: 
 

    	 	 ∙  
 
where Ip is the intensity of the signal at pressure P, I0 is the signal in vacuum, x is the 
distance that the electrons travel through the gas (pink area in Figure 5:3) and   is 
the mean-free-path of the electron. With an increasing gas pressure the inelastic 
scattering is strongly increased towards lower kinetic energies. The inelastically 
scattered electrons contribute to an increased background. The intensity or area of 
the peaks reflect the concentration of the species on the surface, but the attenuation 
of the photoelectrons makes coverage determination from the APXPS spectra more 
complicated than for spectra obtained in UHV. In Figure 5:4b) the oxygen coverage 
on Pd(100) can be estimated by studying the area ratio of Pd 3p and O 1s in the       
O 1s region, and comparing this ratio with spectra measured at known oxygen 

 
Figure 5:4. The CO oxidation over Pd(100). a) The APXPS spectra detected at 0.25 mbar 
CO and 0.25 mbar O2. The O 1s, Pd 3d5/2 and C 1s spectra were recorded at each 
temperature indicated to the right in the C 1s spectra. Between 310°C and 335°C the sample 
becomes active. b) The light-off temperature (black curve) at increasing total pressure for the 
Pd(100) at 1:1 ratio of CO and O2. The red curve shows the corresponding oxygen coverage 
detected directly after light-off. 
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coverage in UHV. The maximum operating pressure is correlated to the aperture 
diameter, Do and it has been found that a good working distance is ~2Do to avoid a 
significant pressure drop at the sample surface94, 95 To fulfill the operating condition 
of UHV for the analyzer, differentially-pumped stages are located between the 
entrance aperture and the analyzer. APXPS setups also utilize electrostatic lenses in 
the analyzer to focus the electrons onto the apertures between the pumping stages 
resulting in an increased number of electrons reaching the detector. The gas phase 
between the aperture and an active surface during CO oxidation was studied in Paper 
XV, and the results are discussed in more detail in section 5.4. 

5.2 Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence 

The gas–surface interaction is an important parameter when different surface 
structures are formed. It is therefore of high relevance to understand the gas phase 
surrounding the surface when in situ studies are performed. The gas phase may 
provide new important information that can lead to a better understanding of the 
chemical reaction and kinetics at the surface. It is known that when flat surfaces such 
as single crystals are studied, a boundary layer builds up in the active regime and only 
a fraction of the reactants interact with the surface96. Another important application, 
where a known gas distribution in the chamber can contribute to further 
improvement is in the design of new reactors. Recently reported96, 97 diverging results 
may be due to different reactor designs rather than different chemical mechanisms, 
because of flow configuration and build-up of a product boundary layer above 
surfaces. The flow and reactor geometry is, therefore, a critical parameter that should 
be considered when in situ experiments are carried out and analyzed.     
 
Mass Spectroscopy (MS) is the most common way of detecting the gas composition 
in the reactor but do not generally contain any spatial information. This can be 
achieved by using capillary MS where a probe is used to sample the gas 98. A probe, 
however, may disturb the gas flow and therefore also influence the chemical process. 
Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy (FTIR) is capable of characterizing the 
gas phase non-intrusively. The drawback is that this method is based on absorption 
along a path, making it impossible to resolve the gas phase in the third dimension. 
To overcome these problems, Laser-induced Fluorescence (LIF) has been used to 
probe the gas. LIF is a common non-intrusive laser diagnostic technique for gas 
phase studies in many research fields such as atmospheric sciences, combustion 
physics and medicine 99-101 but is not as well-known to the catalytic community or 
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to the surface science community. Temperature, velocity and the concentration of 
the probed gas can be determined102 using LIF, and this information can be obtained 
with high temporal resolution (10Hz) in two dimensions (2D) if a laser sheet is used 
to probe the gas. The technique is then referred to as Planar LIF, PLIF. Previous 
studies probing OH 103, 104, NO 105 or formaldehyde 106 in different reactions have 
been reported. The number of light sources with wavelength regions in the vacuum 
ultra violet (VUV) and infrared (IR), to probe CO and CO2 respectively, are 
limited107. We have exploited recent developments in laser and detector technology 
and in Paper VIII we demonstrate the possibilities of probing CO2 gas in 2D above 
a catalyst. This is investigated further in Paper IX and XIV where the spatial 
resolution makes it possible to compare the catalytic activity in a side-by-side 
experiment. In Paper X both the CO and CO2 distribution is visualized during CO 
oxidation over a single crystal. The detailed analysis of the CO distribution in the 
vicinity of the crystal improves the interpretation of the APXPS gas phase analysis 
shown in Paper XI. In Papers XV and XIII, the spatial resolution is used to study the 
flow and geometry of the reactor.   

 

In LIF the gas is probed with a laser tuned to a wavelength that perfectly matches an 
energy level transition of the species of interest. If the wavelength is chosen wisely, 
the absorption cross section for the transition is high, and no other interfering 
molecules will have an overlapping transition at that specific energy. When the 
molecules relax, fluorescence light is emitted and can be detected. The pulse length 
of the laser determines the time interval the gas is irradiated and excited. If a laser 
sheet is used, gas molecules are excited within the irradiated volume, and a camera 
can then detect the fluorescence in 2D. 
 
The detected signal is dependent on several physical parameters that have to be taken 
into account when the data is analyzed. Below, the expression for the LIF signal SLIF 
in the linear excitation regime is shown,  

 

where c is the experimental collection efficiency, E is the laser energy, g is a function 
that describes the spectral overlap between the laser and the absorption spectral 
lineshape, f(T) is the Boltzmann fraction, 0 is the absorption cross section of the 
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detected species, abs is the mole fraction of the detected species that together with 
P/kBT gives the number density of the same species and  is the fluorescence 
quantum yield. The fluorescence quantum yield represents the excited-state emission 
rates and the collisional interaction and energy transfer between the probed molecule 
and the carrier gas. The expression shows that the detected LIF signal is linearly 
dependent on the gas density and the fraction of molecules in the state from which 
the laser excites the molecule, f(T). Collisional quenching occurs when the molecules 
relax non-radiatively through collisions, resulting in a signal loss which may be a 
problem if the number of gas molecules is high. 

The inverse temperature dependence of the LIF signal is illustrated by the plotted 
signal in Figure 5:5a). In the region indicated by a red ellipse a constant LIF signal 
is expected but instead a decreasing trend of the signal as a function of temperature 
is observed. The effect is investigated in more detail and the number of molecules 
0.5 mm above the catalyst surface, as the temperature is increased, is illustrated in 
Figure 5:5b). The decreasing signal with the temperature is significant and has to be 
compensated for when the LIF data is analyzed. The LIF signal, where the 
temperature dependence has been taken into account in the evaluation process of 
the data is shown in Figure 5:5c).  

 

The CO2 molecule is probed in the infrared (IR) spectral regime. A laser system 
operated at 10 Hz generates the IR-laser light by difference-frequency mixing the 
output from a dye laser (PRSC-D-18, Sirah) at 763 nm with the fundamental 
frequency from a Nd:YAG laser (PRO 290-10, Spectra Physics) at 1064 nm in a 

Figure 5:5 a) The plots show the raw LIF signal above the sample during CO oxidation 
when the temperature is ramped. The signal decreases linearly with the temperature, which is 
clear in the region marked with a red ellipse. b) The plot shows the raw LIF signal as a 
function of temperature. c) The raw data in a) compensated for the decreasing number of gas 
molecules according to the gas law.   
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LiNbO3 crystal. The resulting 2.7 μm laser beam with a pulse length of 5 ns was 
used to excite the ro-vibrational transition (0000)  (1001) in the CO2 gas molecule, 
which is the antisymmetric stretch mode, see in Figure 5:6a). This transition is 
preferable due to the approximately 45 times higher cross section for excitation as 
compared to the 2.0 μm line108 but weaker than the fundamental transition at       
4.26 μm making absorption in the ambient air less prominent. The fluorescence 
light at 4.26 μm with a lifetime of approximately 100 μs was detected by an IR 
camera (Santa Barbara Focal Plane, SBF LP134) with a gate width of 15 μs, which 
is the limiting parameter for the temporal resolution. 

The temperature of the environment in the setup plays an important role in the IR-
PLIF measurement. The temperature of the probed gas will affect the population of 
the probed energy levels, and the thermal background is a general issue working in 
the infrared region. To discriminate the thermal background, the camera was 
triggered at 20 Hz, thus taking an extra image between every laser shot, making 
subtraction of the thermal background possible in the evaluation process of the data, 
see Figure 5:7.  

 
Figure 5:6 a) A schematic partial vibrational energy level diagram of CO2. The (0000)  
(1001) transition can be probed with a 2.7 μm wavelength of the laser 109. The fluorescence is 
in the mid infrared region. b) In the case of CO, an electronic transition is probed via a two-
photon process. The detected fluorescence light is in the visible spectral region. 
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Figure 5:7 The strong IR signal from the thermal background (image without laser excitation 
of the gas) has to be subtracted from the raw data image in the analysis process, shown in the 
top panel. The temperature of the sample was around 250 °C when the images are taken. 
Further, the inhomogeneous laser sheet has to be taken into account if the CO2 gas phase 
distribution should be visualized. In the lower panel the image of the laser profile is divided 
with the last image shown in the upper panel generating an image of the CO2. A white rectangle 
is inserted to indicate where the sample is positioned. 
 

CO is probed via an electronic transition in the VUV region. One difficulty working 
in the VUV region is the strong absorption in the ambient air, which induces a 
significant attenuation of the laser beam. To overcome this problem, a two-photon 
excitation with a wavelength of 230 nm can be used to reach the B1∑+←X1∑+(0,0) 

transition in the so-called Hopfield–Birge band in the CO molecule. The third 
harmonic at 355 nm generated by a mode-locked Nd:YAG laser (PL2143C, Ekspla) 
with external amplifier (APL70-1100, Ekspla) pumps an Optical Parametric 
Generator (PG 401-P80-SH, Ekspla) that can be tuned to 230 nm. Fluorescence in 
the visible region with a wavelength between 450–660 nm is emitted when the 
molecule relaxes, and the A state is populated as illustrated in Figure 5:6b). The 
repetition rate was 10 Hz, and the 80 ps pulse duration provides high peak power, 
highly beneficial for the two-photon excitation process. Images were acquired using 
an f = 50 mm objective (Nikkor f/1.2) and a 36 mm extension tube mounted on an 
ICCD camera (PI-MAX3, Princeton Instruments). A long-pass filter (GG395, 
Schott) was used to suppress scattering and fluorescence from surfaces in the reactor.  
 
The LIF signal is species-specific, making concentration measurements possible. 
Calibration measurements to correlate the detected CO and CO2 signal were carried 
out at known partial pressures and a total pressure of 150 mbar see Figure 5:8. A 
linear dependency was observed for CO, but for CO2, the curve bends downwards 
at around 10 mbar CO2, which is mostly due to re-adsorption of CO2 fluorescence 
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light. Re-adsorption of CO fluorescence is very unlikely, due to the two-photon 
process that is used to probe CO.  
A number of parameters affect the spatial resolution such as imaging optics, the 
number of pixels and the pixel size in the camera, but also by the focus of the laser 
sheet. In the case of CO2, the 6 mm laser sheet, which is a typically height of the 
laser sheet during the experiments, spans 75  256 pixel (the full sensor being 256  
256 pixel) of the CO2 detector resulting in 80 μm per pixel. In the case of CO, the 
sensor had a larger resolution of 1024 1024 pixel. To be able to capture images at 
10 Hz, 2  2 binning had to be used, and each pixel corresponds to 30 μm. In the 
depth dimension (normal to the image plane), the resolution is given by the thickness 
of the laser sheet, which is ~300-400 m in both cases.  

 

The experimental setup is similar for probing/detecting CO and CO2 and shown in 
Figure 5:9 a). In the following description of the setup, however, the CO2 detection 
is used as an example. The laser beam is split up and ~10% of the light is guided to 
the reference cell with known CO2 gas concentration, used for compensation of shot-
to-shot fluctuations as well as wavelength jitter in the data evaluation process. The 
main laser beam is shaped into a laser sheet with a cylindrically shaped and spherical 
lens. The cylindrically shaped lens spread out the beam in one direction, and the 
spherical lens collimates the beam to a sheet and focuses it in the interrogation 
region. A pinhole is then used to adjust the height of the sheet, to around 0.1 mm 
above the surface of the sample, before it enters the reactor in a vertical fashion, see 
Figure 5:9a). The reactor is made of stainless steel and has five CaF2 windows that 

 
Figure 5:8 Calibration curve to convert the intensity of the PLIF signal to a partial pressure in 
mbar for CO in a) and CO2 in b). The bent curve for CO2 is mostly due to re-adsorption of 
the fluorescent light. 
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are transparent to the laser and fluorescence light in the mid-IR region. A camera, 
positioned perpendicular to the vertical laser sheet detects the fluorescence light from 
the probed gas molecule and a side view image of the gas distribution is recorded, 
Figure 5:9 b-c). By rotating the laser sheet, the gas can be probed parallel to the 
surface as shown in Figure 5:9 d-f). To detect the fluorescence light perpendicular 
to the laser sheet, a 45° tilted mirror is positioned at the top window to reflect the 
light into the camera and create a top view image of the gas phase. The reactor can 
easily be moved in x-, y- and z-direction with an accuracy of a micrometer. In figure 
5:9 c) and f) the reactor is moved 1 mm in x- and z-direction respectively, in this 
case to visualize the CO2 gas cloud over the active catalyst. This allows for a creation 
of a 3D model of the gas phase shown in Figure 5:9 g). 
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Figure 5:9 Schematic view of the experimental setup used to obtain an image of the gas phase 
in the vicinity of the active catalyst. a) The left panel shows a schematic view of the experimental 
setup when the vertical laser sheet probes the gas to obtain a side view image. b) An example of 
the side view image of the CO2 gas above the catalyst. c) The laser sheet is systematically moved 
1 mm for each image, and the gas can thereby be monitored over the surface. d) The right panel 
shows the modified setup, where a mirror is positioned to reflect in this case the CO2 fluorescence 
through the top window, probed with a horizontal laser sheet. e) A top view image of the CO2 
gas phase. f) The corresponding measurement shown in c) but using top view cross section of the 
gas phase. The images in c) and f) is then used to create a 3D image of the gas phase, which is 
shown in g).      
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5.3 Gas visualization in the MTL regime  

The spatial resolution of the gas phase obtained using PLIF makes it a powerful 
technique for operando studies of the gas phase in CO oxidation. A common problem 
when the activity of a catalyst is studied during CO oxidation, is that the reaction is 
mass transfer limited (MTL) by one of the reactants. It is therefore interesting to 
study the gas phase, in this highly active regime of the catalyst, in more detail.  
The reaction is mass transfer limited when the diffusion of the products formed in 
the catalytic process, is slower than the catalytic reaction. The result is a lower partial 
pressure of the reactants close to the surface, which in turn affect the reaction rate. 
The reaction rate is no longer determined by the activity of the catalyst surface but 
rather reflects the flow conditions in the reactor. A build-up of a product boundary 
layer above the catalyst surface hinders the reactants to reach the active surface, and 
a 100% conversion of the limiting reactant is never observed. Instead, a lower plateau 
of a constant conversion that is independent of the temperature is observed. The 
exothermic CO oxidation reaction releases heat to the gas phase, which is not 
efficiently transported away. This lead to a temperature gradient within the 
boundary layer. The thickness of the boundary layer determines how efficient the 
heat can be transported away, but it also affects the mass transfer limitations where 
a thin boundary layer results in a more homogeneous gas distribution in the entire 
reactor. The PLIF image shown in Figure 5:9 b) was obtained in the MTL regime 
of a Pd(100) catalyst. The CO2 boundary layer can be seen as a spherical cloud 
formed above the surface with a gradient of the CO2 concentration out from the 
surface. In total, the CO2 concentration within the boundary layer is higher as 
compared to the rest of the reactor. As a consequence, a depletion region of CO 
could be detected within the boundary layer, as reported in Paper X. A decrease of 
80% of the initial CO partial pressure could be detected in the MTL regime in the 
vicinity of the surface, which can be compared to 30% of the initial CO partial 
pressure as detected by the MS, positioned at the outlet of the reactor.   

5.4 Spatial resolution of the gas phase 

The spatial resolution using PLIF makes it possible to follow the gas phase of a 
chemical reaction in 2D, and a detailed analysis of the distribution of the reactants 
and products during the process can be done. One of the advantages of using spatial 
resolution when performing experiments is the possibility to do comparison  
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measurement under the same conditions and without repeating the experiment for 
different samples. This is clearly illustrated in Paper IX where we analyze the CO2  
gas phase in detail when CO oxidation is applied over two samples simultaneously 
in the reactor. In Figure 5:10 PLIF images acquired during CO oxidation over two 
powder samples are shown. The images show the CO2 distribution over the samples, 
and it is found that the light-off temperature is lower for the catalyst with pure Pd 
as the active material as compared to the powder with a Pd and Pt mixture.  
 
In Paper XIV a similar experiment as shown in Figure 5:10 is presented, but here we 
use a cylindrically shaped crystal (described in section 2.1.3). Instead of comparing 
two different catalytic materials, the effect of different step orientations is studied. 
The difference in light-off temperature at different positions of the crystal is found 
to be only 6 °C, which would be difficult to distinguish if it was not for the possibility 
to compare the step orientations simultaneously under the same conditions.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5:10 A comparison of two different powder catalysts supported by CeO2 during CO 
oxidation. The gas conditions used was 18 mln/min CO, 18 mln/min O2 and 36 mln/min Ar, 
at a total pressure of 150 mbar. a) The two inactive samples are positioned 8 mm apart in 
the reactor. b) At a temperature of 170°C the sample with pure Pd light-off, seen as an 
increased CO2 production over the sample. c) At 221°C also the second sample light-off. d) 
The LIF signal extracted from an area (marked as a dashed rectangle in a)). e) The MS 
signal detected at the reactor outlet. f) The temperature recorded with an IR camera (red and 
blue) and with a thermocouple (black). 
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 The spatial resolution has also been used to visualize how the geometry of the reactor 
affects the gas flow. In a theoretical study of the gas phase, Matera et al. report on a 
major difference in gas flow between various experimental in situ setups. Such 
differences make comparisons, of results conducted at different setups challenging97. 
Matera et al. simulate, by computational fluid dynamics, the complex gas flow 
pattern inside a reactor. The simulation illustrates how the cold gas entering the 
chamber creates a vortex rotating around the catalyst, eventually interacting with the 
surface, before reaching the outlet110. As a concequence of the complex flow pattern, 
the simulation indicates the importance of detecting the gas phase in the vicinity of 
the sample to be able to correlate surface structure with gas composition. The 
complex flow pattern also emphasizes that the geometry should be considered in the 
flow reactor design. This is studied in Paper XIII using our knowledge of a well-
characterized CO2 gas phase in the MTL regime where the gas phase is seen as a 
steady state. In Figure 5:11 four different reactors are shown together with a PLIF 
image of the CO2 distribution in the MTL regime for each reactor. Reactors a) and 
b) have similar geometries and flow configurations but reactor a) is approximately 
10 times larger in volume. The CO2 gas distribution shown in the PLIF images, is 
almost identical for the two reactors even though a higher gas flow is utilized when 
the PLIF image is obtained in reactor b) compared to reactor a). In reactor c) a 
stagnation flow geometry has been considered where the gas inlet is via a tube from 

 
Figure 5:11 The gas distribution is characterized for four different reactors at a 1:1 ratio of 
CO and O2. a) a 240 ml reactor flowing 45 mbar each of CO and O2 in 90 mbar of Ar 
with a total pressure of 180 mbar (total flow of 72 mln/min), b) a 23 ml reactor flowing 6 
mbar each of CO and O2 in 138 mbar of Ar (total flow of 100 mln/min ), c) a 23 ml reactor 
with a stagnation flow configuration flowing 6 mbar each of CO and O2 in 138 mbar of Ar 
(total flow of 100 mln/min), d) a 23 ml reactor where the outlet is pumped through a 2 mm 
in diameter cone simulating an APXPS analyzer nozzle and flowing 6 mbar each of CO and 
O2 in 138 mbar of Ar (total flow of 100 mln/min). 
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the top, resulting in a gas flow in the direction towards the surface. The shape of the 
boundary layer is in good agreement with the simulation reported by Matera et al.97, 
although they report on the O2 as the minority reactant. The reactor in d), depicts a 
completely different shape of the boundary layer. This is a result of a flow 
configuration where the cone is used as an outlet, simulating the nozzle of a 
differential pumped APXPS electron analyzer. In Paper XIII we conclude that the 
CO2 concentration close to the surface is similar in all reactors. The conditions 
determining when the formation of a boundary layer occurs, varies between the 
different reactors and flow configurations. 
 
A more detailed investigation of how the flow and pressure affect the boundary layer 
in the highly active regime, when a reactor design shown in Figure 5:12Figure 5:11 
d) is used, is presented in Paper XIII. The reactor setup is interesting because of the 
similarities of an APXPS setup. In an APXPS the nozzle of the analyzer is positioned 
approximately 2D (D=diameter of the analyzer aperture/nozzle) from the sample 
surface, as discussed in section 5.1.3. This is also the situation in reactor d) where 
the aperture is 2 mm in diameter and positioned 4 mm from the surface. The results 
are summarized in Figure 5:12 where the pressures and gas flow are varied generating 
different gas exchange rates (shown in the upper right corner in the images). The gas 
exchange rate expresses how often the gas is exchanged in the reactor. The operating 
pressure in APXPS is usually around one mbar and to keep the analyzer in UHV; it 
is heavily pumped. This makes the nozzle to the main outlet of the reactor and 
strongly affects the boundary layer. The study shows that the boundary layer is less 
defined when the flow rate is decreased, which is true also for higher pressures (see 
Figure 5:12d). The low flow rate generates a more batch like reactor where the whole 
reactor is filled with CO2 a short while after the light-off. The results demonstrate 
that changing the pressure is not enough to mimic the gas phase at operating 
conditions of an industrial catalyst but also the flow needs to be considered to bridge 
the pressure gap. This can be concluded by comparing Figure 5:12g) and h) for 50 
mbar in total pressure and Figure 5:12i) and j) for 20-25 mbar in total pressure.  
 
We can only speculate on what the gas phase looks like for an operating industrial 
catalyst. In the case when CO oxidation is considered, we can assume that a 
boundary layer is formed similarly around a catalytically active nanoparticle as in 
Figure 5:12a), due to the high pressures and high flows in an industrial reactor. A 
similar gas phase distribution could probably also be generated at lower pressures but 
with a high flow rate, resulting in a boundary layer shown in Figure 5:12 g).  
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The lack of an oxide formation at a total pressure of 1 mbar, in the APXPS study in 
Paper VI and VII, indicates that the partial pressure of O2 is too low in the vicinity 
of the surface in the MTL regime in these experiments to initiate oxidation. The 
conclusion is therefore that the total pressure in the reactor should be high enough 
that the resulting partial pressure of O2 is sufficient to form an oxide on the surface 
in the MTL regime if the intention is to mimc the conditions for an operating 
industrial catalyst. 

 

Figure 5:12 The CO2 gas phase distribution between the surface and nozzle of the analyzer in 
a reactor that mimics the APXPS. The CO and O2 ratio is 1 in all images, but the flow and 
partial pressures are varying with the total pressure. The gas exchange rate, determined by the 
gas flow is indicated in the upper right corner for each image. a-d) Total pressure of 150 
mbar with a decreasing gas exchange rate in the chamber. The boundary layer is still 
detectable in d) but displaying less sharp gradients compared to a). e-h) Total pressure of 50 
mbar with a decreasing gas exchange rate resulting in an increased CO2 signal detected in the 
entire probed area. i-j) Total pressure of 25 and 20 mbar respectively where a boundary layer 
is detected in i) but not in j). 

5.5 Surface characterization methods 

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) and Low Energy Electron Diffraction 
(LEED) are two well-established surface science methods. Experimental stations 
at synchrotrons are often equipped with LEED for quality check of the samples 
after preparation. For theoretical support, density functional theory (DFT) is 
often used. In this thesis, STM and LEED results have been used for surface 
characterization of the model catalysts, prior to the use of in situ methods. The 
main techniques I have used are APXPS and PLIF, and STM, LEED and DFT is 
therefore only briefly discussed in the following sections.  
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Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) is a microscopy technique providing a 
real space image of the investigated surface capable of atomic resolution. The 
technique was invented at the IBM Zurich Laboratory by Binning and Rohrer111, 
who were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1986. The technique is based on the 
quantum mechanical phenomenon called the tunneling effect and generates 
images of the atoms on the surface. In an STM, an atomically sharp tip should be 
used to generate a current of tunneling electrons between the conductive tip and 
surface when a bias is applied. The net current of electrons, I, that occurs is 
exponentially dependent on the tip- sample separation, d, (see Figure 5:13a) and 
is proportional to the number of states in the Fermi level of the sample112. 
 

∝ 	  

where α is a constant. The exponential dependency between the current and the 
tip-surface separation is utilized in the operation of the STM. A common 
operation mode is to keep the tunneling current constant by adjusting the tip-
sample separation. The height adjustments represent the density of states of the 
surface and the tip, and a topographical image of the surface can be obtained by 
sweeping the tip within a few Ångströms above the surface as illustrated in Figure 
5:13b). A more detailed description of the method can be found e.g. in113, 114. 

 

Figure 5:13 a) A schematic image of the STM operation. b) An STM image of a Pd(112) 

surface exposed to 1·10-8  mbar of O2 at 350 ˚C, with atomic resolution. 
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Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) is used to study the periodicity and 
ordering of the surface. In 1927 Davisson and Germer performed the first LEED 
experiment, which was also the first confirmation of the wave property of 
electrons115. This makes it possible to study the diffraction pattern that arises when 
electrons are scattered at the surface. Electrons with a kinetic energy in the range 
of 100 eV, has a wavelength in the range of 1 Å, which is suitable for diffraction 
in a lattice with a periodicity on the order of atomic dimensions. Low energy 
electrons (10 – 1000 eV) have a short mean free path (below ~10 Å) and the 
diffraction pattern will therefore corresponds to the topmost atomic layers at the 
surface.  

Experimentally, electrons from an electron gun impinge on the crystal surface, see 
Figure 5:14a). The potential difference between the filament generating the 
electrons and the sample defines the kinetic energy of the electrons and is variable. 
The electrons are backscattered and interfere constructively or destructively and 
the maxima are detected on a fluorescent screen. The detected LEED pattern 
represent the reciprocal lattice of the surface, which has the same shape as the real 
2D lattice but rotated 90°, as illustrated in Figure 5:14b-c). LEED is a powerful 
tool to check the periodicity and the degree of ordering of single crystal surfaces. 
A more detailed description of the method can be found 116, 117 

 

Figure 5:14 a) A schematic illustration of the LEED experimental setup. b) A model of a 
(110) surface. c) a schematic image of the LEED pattern from a (110) surface shown as a 
model in b). 
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Theoretical calculations are a powerful tool to explore surface structures and 
support experimental findings, and Density Functional Theory (DFT) is widely 
used in the surface science community. DFT provides information about the 
energy of the system and specific parameters relevant for experimental results can 
be achieved. The theoretical contributions in this work are performed by 
collaborators, and have been used to support our experimental results. Only a brief 
introduction to the DFT is given here, but a complete description can be found 
e.g. in ref. 118, 119. The theory is based on using the density of electrons to calculate 
the energies of a system by solving the Schrödinger equation. Finding the ground-
state energy for a many-electron system, such as solids and large molecules is 
impossible due to a large number of parameters involved when the electron-
electron interaction is taken into account. In the 60’s, Hohenberg and Kohn 120 
followed by Kohn and Sham121 published a solution to this problem where they 
demonstrate that the many-electrons system can be treated as a one-electron 
problem (non-interacting system) by the use of a functional describing the 
electron density. The possibility to calculate the density of electrons for a solid 
makes it also possible to find a solution to this functional, which provides the 
ground state energy for the system. In the 90’s, Perdew et al. 122 reported on an 
improved functional referred to as the PBE, which is extensively used today. This 
functional includes a gradient corrected exchange-correlation that compensates 
for a non-homogenous electron gas density in a solid.  
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 Conclusions and Outlook 

Part of the present thesis work has been devoted to oxidation studies of metals, 
alloys and nanoparticles relevant for catalysis. The motivation for such studies is 
that the oxygen induced structures may shed light on the active phase for a catalytic 
oxidation reaction. To this end, the oxidation of Pd, Rh and Pd75Ag25 single crystals 
with the (100) surface orientation as well as the corresponding nanoparticles, has 
been studied in detail. The oxidation experiments were performed in situ at 
pressures between 0.1 mbar and 1 mbar. At these pressures, a surface oxide is 
formed at approximately 150°C on Pd and Rh, and a thick bulk oxide is observed 
at higher temperatures. Our studies in Paper III and V show that a surface oxide 
with similar structure as on the Pd(100) also is formed on the Pd75Ag25(100) but 
at higher temperature. A bulk oxide on the Pd75Ag25 alloy is never observed (neither 
on the single crystal nor on the nanoparticles). We conclude that the nanoparticles 
(Pd, Rh, and Pd75Ag25) in the size of 10-35 nm follow a similar oxidation process 
as the single crystals but at slightly lower temperatures, which is partly explained 
by the high density of steps and kinks that result in a large number of 
undercoordinated atoms on the surface, facilitating oxygen dissociation.  
 
We can also conclude that the oxides formed under the conditions discussed above, 
can be reduced by CO. The reduction process was followed in situ at pressures of 
0.1 mbar as well as 510-8 mbar of CO and is suggested to proceed mainly via the 
borders of the reduced areas of the oxides of all investigated metals (Pd, Rh and 
PdAg alloy). The reduction process is much slower on the PdAg compared to the 
pure Pd, the slower process is probably related to the Ag layer at the interface 
between the Pd75Ag25 alloy and the oxide, which inhibits CO adsorption.  
 
A large part of this thesis has been devoted to perform in situ studies of model 
catalyst surfaces during the catalytic oxidation of CO. The gas-surface interaction 
was studied by the use of APXPS and PLIF. The latter is a technique applied to 
catalysis developed in a collaboration between the divisions of Combustion Physics 
and Synchrotron Radiation Research and provides 2D images with high temporal 
resolution of the gas phase in the vicinity to the active catalytic surface.  
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The results from the oxidation studies discussed above was used in Paper VI and 
VII where an in situ structural study using APXPS was performed during CO 
oxidation. The results show an increasing oxygen coverage on the surface together 
with an increasing light-off temperature as the total pressure is increased from      
10-6 to 1 Torr. We conclude that both the metallic and oxidized Pd surface was 
active while only an active metallic Rh surface was observed.  
 
Ambient pressures XPS setups are continuously developed, and already today the 
technique can operate at higher pressures than 1 Torr. It would, therefore, be of 
great interest to study the CO oxidation over the model systems discussed above, 
at even higher pressure in an attempt to bridge the pressure gap. Also, the new 
generation of synchrotrons, such as MAX IV, which generate an even higher 
photon flux could make it possible to study the systems at higher pressure but also 
to increase the temporal resolution of the spectra.  
 
To achieve a more complete picture of the CO oxidation reaction, the gas phase 
close to the active surface has been studied in detail. A boundary layer is observed 
in the MTL regime for CO oxidation. Within this boundary layer, the gas 
compositions are significantly different as compared to the rest of the reactor and 
measured by the MS at the outlet of the reactor. The boundary layer is strongly 
affected by the geometry of the chamber but also by the total pressure and gas flow.  
 
The potential for applying PLIF in catalysis related research is significant, and here 
I will provide a short description of possible investigations and new applications. 
For instance, more studies of how the gas distribution is affected by the reactor 
geometry as well as pressures and flows should be conducted. This information 
could contribute to an optimized design of experimental setups for model catalysts, 
which could improve the link between industrial catalysts and model systems. 
Further, a more detailed investigation into the possibilities of extracting activation 
energies from the PLIF data should be of great interest for the catalysis community. 
A unique possibility of detecting short-lived radicals formed in the gas phase of the 
reaction would be a possible aim for future PLIF measurements, measurements 
that are extremely difficult with other techniques.  
 
Several other reactions than CO oxidation can be studied using PLIF. One example 
is the NOx reduction process, where PLIF can provide an opportunity to follow 
NOx105, the reducing agent NH3, or intermediate radical distributions through the 
exhaust gas system of a diesel engine. Visualizing NOx and NH3 in the exhaust 
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system could give insights that can lead to an improvement of the efficiency of the 
after-treatment system as well as for the engine itself. 
 
PLIF characterizes the gas phase in a reaction with high temporal and spatial 
resolution and it would be beneficial to combine it with a surface sensitive 
technique. Recent results show that we can perform operando studies of CO 
oxidation over a Pd(100) crystal, where the surface structure is determined using 
High Energy Surface X-ray Diffraction (HESXRD)123 simultaneously as the gas 
phase is detected using PLIF . Instead of using HESXRD, X-Ray Transmission 
Surface Diffraction (TSD)124 could be used, which is a recently developed 
technique that also provides detailed information about the crystal structure. The 
benefit would be a setup, where the alignment is less sensitive. Illustrations of the 
HESXRD and TSD techniques are shown in Figure 6:1. 

 
Figure 6:1 a) HESXRD: a gracing incident beam leaves a large footprint on the sample and 
yields out-of-plane reciprocal space maps; b) TSD: the beam oriented normal to the sample. 
Illustration inspired by ref 124 

 
The possibilities of detecting changes of the surface during catalytic reaction, in 
combination with PLIF, could also be done by studying the optical reflection from 
a LED light on the surface125. The relatively simple experimental setup used when 
studying the reflection from the surface as well as the high temporal resolution 
obtained, makes it a promising technique although it lacks the possibility to extract 
chemical information from the surface. To achieve detailed information about the 
chemical composition of the surface, Infrared Reflection-Absorption Spectroscopy 
(IRAS) is a powerful technique that also could be combined with PLIF.   
 
One advantage using PLIF is that the gas phase can be spatially resolved making it 
possible to compare several catalysts under the same conditions in a side-by-side 
measurement. The experimental setup and the sample shape, appearance and 
characteristics could be explored to expand the number of catalysts that can be 
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studied simultaneously, which can lead to a more time efficient screening of 
catalysts in industry.  
 
The high energy content of hydrocarbons makes them highly interesting for 
industry and the Fischer Tropsch process is widely used to produce hydrocarbon 
chains (for example fuel) from syngas. Previous studies have shown promising 
results of detecting for example dimethyl ether (DME), methane and methanol  
using PLIF or other laser diagnostic techniques126, which opens up for 
investigations of the production of different liquid fuels and chemicals. 
 
As a final remark it can be mentioned that laser diagnostic techniques, in general, 
have the advantage of being non-intrusive, not restricted by high pressure and can 
be achieved with high temporal and spatial resolution. This makes them an 
attractive tool for studying catalytic reactions under realistic conditions. The 
possibilities of using other laser-based techniques than PLIF as a compliment, 
could therefore be considered. Techniques such as Coherent Anti-stokes Raman 
Spectroscopy (CARS), Degenerate Four Wave Mixing (DFWM) and Raman 
spectroscopy can for instance be used to study the gas temperature in detail, 
investigate gases that does not fluoresce, or detect several gases simultaneously.   
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Summary of papers 

Oxidation and reduction of transition metals 

The CO oxidation reaction has been investigated by a step-by-step approach, 
where the oxidation and reduction of the surfaces have first been studied 
separately. The systematic in situ studies of the Pd, Rh and Pd75Ag25, in high 
pressures (up to 1 mbar) of CO and O2, provide information about formation 
and chemical composition of the different surface structures that can be present 
during CO oxidation under realistic conditions. 
 

 
I. Oxidation and reduction of Pd(100) and aerosol-deposited Pd 

nanoparticles 

This paper reports on a combined APXPS and DFT study where the oxidation and 
reduction of the Pd metal can be followed in situ. The Pd(100) was exposed to 0.5 
mbar O2 while increasing the temperature of the samples. At 270°C, a PdO(101) 
bulk oxide was detected at the Pd(100). The bulk oxide was investigated in detail, 
and an XPS component was assigned to the surface of the PdO film. The PdO 
surface component was identified by exposing the PdO to 0.5 mbar CO. The CO 
adsorb on the undercoordinated Pd atoms at the PdO surface, which shifts the 
surface related peak towards higher binding energy. The Pd nanoparticles showed 
a similar oxidation behavior but were oxidized at lower temperature. In addition, 
a carbide was observed at the nanoparticles during the reduction process.   
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II. A high pressure x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy study of oxidation 
and reduction of Rh(100) and Rh nanoparticles 

Herein we report on an oxidation and reduction study, similar as in paper I, but 
of Rh. The Rh(100) was exposed to 0.1 Torr O2, and the surface structure was 
observed in situ using high pressure XPS. At a temperature of 400°C, a bulk oxide 
was observed that was investigated further. The deconvolution of the spectra reveal 
a surface, as well as a bulk component. The sample was exposed to 0.1 Torr CO 
to reduce the bulk oxide and at a temperature of 260°C the bulk oxide is totally 
reduced. The 21 nm nanoparticles reveal a similar oxidation and reduction 
behavior as the Rh(100) but the bulk oxide was observed already at 340°C and was 
reduced at 170°C. 
 
III. Surface composition of clean and oxidized Pd75Ag25(100) from 

photoelectron spectroscopy and density functional theory 
calculations 

The article presents an oxidation surface study of the alloy of Pd and Ag with the 
composition 3:1. The clean as well as oxidized (100) surface was studied in UHV 
using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The spectra supported by DFT 
calculations reveal that the clean surface is Ag terminated. When the alloy is 
exposed to oxygen Pd segregates to the surface and forms a similar surface oxide as 
on Pd(100), which has a periodicity of (55)R27°. The interface between the 
oxide and alloy bulk was determined to consist of a complete Ag layer.  

 
IV. Reduction behavior of oxidized Pd(100) and Pd75Ag25(100) surfaces 

using CO 

In this paper, XPS was used to study and compare the reduction of the oxidized 
surfaces of Pd(100) and Pd75Ag25(100). The reduction was followed in time at 
specific temperatures at pressures of 5x10-8 mbar. The reduction is suggested to 
proceed through reduced islands. The process is observed to be slower for the alloy 
than pure Pd, which is explained by DFT calculations that suggest an increased 
diffusion barrier for CO on the alloy due to the Ag layer underneath the oxide.   
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V. Generation and oxidation of aerosol deposited PdAg nanoparticles 

This article considers a characterization and oxidation study of 10 and 17 nm 
Pd75Ag25 alloy nanoparticles. The nanoparticles were determined to consist of a 3:1 
ratio of Pd and Ag and the large shift in the X-ray photoelectron spectra, as well as 
the transmission electron microscopy image, indicate that the particles are well 
mixed. The oxidation of the PdAg particles in 0.1 Torr O2 was followed in situ 
using ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and compared to the 
oxidation of Pd75Ag25(100) under the same conditions. Segregation of Pd to the 
surface leads to an oxide formation with a (55)R27° periodicity, as previous 
reported in Paper III.  

Structural studies of a catalyst during CO 
oxidation 

The light-off temperature of the CO oxidation as a function of total pressure and 
oxygen coverage, has been studied for the (100) low index surfaces of Pd and Rh. 
Similar results are detected on both system where an increased light-off 
temperature in conjunction with increased oxygen coverage is detected as the total 
pressure is increased.  
 
VI. In situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of model catalysts: At the 

edge of the gap 

Herein we have used APXPS for an in situ study of the Pd(100) surface structure 
during CO oxidation. The ratio of CO and O2 was kept at 1:1 but the total 
pressure was increased. The results show that both the light-off temperature and 
the oxygen coverage after light-off increases with the total pressure. In a 1:1 ratio 
of CO and O2 a metallic Pd surface was detected immediately after the light-off 
but if the ratio was changed to a more oxygen-rich conditions of 1:4 in a total 
pressure of 1 Torr, a surface oxide was observed. This is also supported by DFT 
calculations. 
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VII.  A high pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy study of CO 
 oxidation over Rh(100)  

In this study, we have used APXPS to in situ detect the surface structure of Rh(100) 
during CO oxidation in a total pressure ranging from 0.01 to 1 mbar. Similar 
results as reported on Pd(100) in Paper VI was observed. The results show an 
increasing oxygen coverage as well as increasing light-off temperature with the 
increasing total pressure where the ratio of CO and O2 was 1:1. Also the ratio of 
1:4 at a total pressure of 0.66 mbar was conducted. For the conditions used in this 
study, the oxidized surface was never observed, but an active Rh metal could be 
detected.  

Gas phase visualization in the vicinity of a catalyst 
surface 

The gas-surface interaction is essential for the surface structure and crucial when 
the active phase of the catalyst should be determined. The gas phase has therefore 
been studied using Planar Laser-Induced Fluorescence, which is a well-known 
technique in combustion studies but less in the field of catalysis. The technique is 
species specific and provides a spatial resolution of the gas distribution with high 
temporal resolution. The results presented in this thesis are based on pressures 
between 25 and 150 mbar.  

 

VIII. An in situ set up for the detection of CO2 from catalytic CO 
 oxidation by using planar laser-induced fluorescence 

This paper shows the first results from CO2 detection over a Rh(553) crystal during 
CO oxidation using planar laser-induced fluorescence. The article describes the 
experimental setup and clearly illustrates the potential of using PLIF in catalysis 
research for spatial information of the gas phase. 
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IX. Spatially and temporally resolved gas distributions around 
heterogeneous catalysts using infrared planar laser-induced 
fluorescence  

In this article, we demonstrate the potential of extracting important gas phase 
information by using PLIF. The result shows how the CO2 is distributed over the 
catalyst surface during CO oxidation. A boundary layer is formed around the 
sample with completely different gas composition as compared to the rest of the 
reactor. The paper reports on simultaneous measurement of parallel catalysts 
during CO oxidation where the light-off temperature of the different catalysts was 
determined.  
 
X. Real-time gas phase imaging over a Pd(110) catalyst during CO 

oxidation by means of planar laser-induced fluorescence 

Herein we report on spatially resolved gas phase detection of CO and CO2 over a 
Pd single crystal using planar laser-induced fluorescence. The boundary layer 
formed around the active catalyst surface in the highly active regime is visualized 
both in CO2 and CO PLIF measurements. The CO2 and CO images are in good 
agreement where a strong signal of CO2 overlap with an absent of CO signal. The 
CO partial pressure in the mass transfer limit regime is investigated in more detail 
and an inhomogeneous CO pressure is observed over the sample surface. The 
results also show a decrease of approximately 80% of the signal, 0.3 mm over the 
sample surface, which can be compared to a decrease of 20-30% detected by the 
mass spectrometer at the outlet of the reactor. 

    
XI. Comparison of AP-XPS and PLIF measurements during CO 

oxidation over Pd single crystals  

This study investigates the gas phase close to the catalyst surface during CO 
oxidation in an AP-XPS set up. The CO gas phase photoemission peaks are 
correlated with the detection of CO using PLIF. The lack of CO gas phase signal 
in the AP-XPS spectra in the highly active regime is most probably because the 
concentration is below the detection limit for the AP-XPS setup.  
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XII.  Evidence for the active phase of heterogeneous catalysts through 
 in situ reaction product imaging and multiscale modeling 

This is mainly a theoretically work where DFT calculations are combined with 
fluid dynamical simulations and used to interpret the LIF trace of CO2 over a 
Pd(100) single crystal during CO oxidation. By comparing theoretical results with 
the experimentally detected data, the active phase of the catalyst is suggested to be 
metallic.  

    
XIII. 2D and 3D imaging of the gas phase close to an operating model 

 catalyst by planar laser induced fluorescence  

This is a topical review paper where the experimental setup as well as several 
examples are shown of detecting CO2, CO, and NH3. The results highlight the 
information PLIF provides by detecting the gas phase with spatial resolution. The 
measurements can be done both from a side view and a top view making it possible 
to create a 3D image of the gas phase in the mass transfer limit regime. The gas 
distribution in the reactor is demonstrated to be dependent on the reactor 
geometry and gas flows, by using PLIF. The temporal resolution of 10 Hz also 
allows for following self-sustained oscillations of the catalytic reaction.   
 
XIV. Strain dependent light-off temperature in catalysis revealed by 

 planar laser-induced fluorescence 

The study shows the advantage of the spatial resolution provided by PLIF, by 
comparing the light-off temperature for two different step orientations. The 
cylindrically shaped crystal used in the experiment exposes two different step 
orientations that can be compared under the same conditions by the use of PLIF. 
A 6°C lower light-off temperature was detected for the B-type step as compared to 
the A-type step, which is supported by DFT calculations.  
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XV.  Visualization of gas distribution in a model AP-XPS reactor by 
 PLIF: CO oxidation over a Pd(100) catalyst 

The article discusses the gas distribution between the sample and aperture of the 
nozzle to the detector in an AP-XPS setup. The images show a distorted boundary 
layer caused by the nozzle that is used as a gas outlet in the setup. The study also 
covers a pressure (25 - 150 mbar) and gas flow dependent measurement where the 
boundary layer of CO2 is present under most of the investigated conditions.  
 
XVI. Combining synchrotron light with laser technology in catalysis 

research 
 
The paper describes the first operando experiments where PLIF is combined with 
High Energy Surface X-ray Diffraction (HESXRD). CO oxidation over Pd(100) 
was studied and the surface structure could be correlated with the production of 
CO2. The results highlight the importance of detecting the gas phase in the vicinity 
of the catalyst surface and thereby enable the correlation between the active surface 
structure and the gas phase environment. 
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